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ABSTRACT
Context. According to numerical simulations, stars are not always kept at their birth galactocentric distances but they have a tendency
to migrate. The importance of this radial migration in shaping galactic light distributions is still unclear. However, if radial migration is
indeed important, galaxies with different surface brightness (SB) profiles must display differences in their stellar population properties.
Aims. We investigate the role of radial migration in the light distribution and radial stellar content by comparing the inner colour, age,
and metallicity gradients for galaxies with different SB profiles. We define these inner parts, avoiding the bulge and bar regions and
up to around three disc scale lengths (type I, pure exponential) or the break radius (type II, downbending; type III, upbending).
Methods. We analysed 214 spiral galaxies from the CALIFA survey covering different SB profiles. We made use of GASP2D and
SDSS data to characterise the light distribution and obtain colour profiles of these spiral galaxies. The stellar age and metallicity
profiles were computed using a methodology based on full-spectrum fitting techniques (pPXF, GANDALF, and STECKMAP) to the Integral
Field Spectroscopic CALIFA data.
Results. The distributions of the colour, stellar age, and stellar metallicity gradients in the inner parts for galaxies displaying different
SB profiles are unalike as suggested by Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling tests. We find a trend in which type II galaxies
show the steepest profiles of all, type III show the shallowest, and type I display an intermediate behaviour.
Conclusions. These results are consistent with a scenario in which radial migration is more efficient for type III galaxies than for
type I systems, where type II galaxies present the lowest radial migration efficiency. In such a scenario, radial migration mixes the
stellar content, thereby flattening the radial stellar properties and shaping different SB profiles. However, in light of these results we
cannot further quantify the importance of radial migration in shaping spiral galaxies, and other processes, such as recent star formation
or satellite accretion, might play a role.
Key words. galaxies: stellar content – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: structure
?

Based on observations collected at the Centro Astronómico
Hispano Alemán (CAHA) at Calar Alto, operated jointly by the MaxPlanck Institut für Astronomie and the Instituto de Astrofísica de
Andalucía (CSIC).
??
Table 1 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/604/A4

1. Introduction
The analysis of the stellar content in galaxies is an essential tool
to unveil the processes that these systems underwent throughout
their history (e.g. MacArthur et al. 2009; Roediger et al. 2011a;
Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011; Pérez & Sánchez-Blázquez 2011;
Pérez et al. 2013). Stellar populations reflect the chemistry of
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the interstellar medium at the moment of their formation and
temporal variations in star formation activity can give us essential information about the history of the galaxy (Cole et al.
2007; Gallart et al. 2015; González Delgado et al. 2015, 2016;
Beasley et al. 2015). However, galaxies are dynamical systems
in continuous change and stars do not remain at their birth locations. We must take into account the effect of stellar motions to properly interpret stellar population information (e.g.
Roškar et al. 2008b; Martínez-Serrano et al. 2009).
Several theoretical works have studied why stars undergo
radial motions and their effects on disc properties (Sellwood
& Binney 2002; Debattista et al. 2006; Younger et al. 2007;
Roškar et al. 2008a,b; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2009; Minchev
& Famaey 2010; Minchev et al. 2011, 2012b; Roškar et al. 2012;
Bird et al. 2012). The causes for such motions can be attributed
to internal (mainly caused by axisymmetric structures) or external (effect of satellite influence) agents. Sellwood & Binney
(2002) proposed that stars close to the corotation resonance of
transient spirals experience large changes in their radial positions. In addition, a non-linear coupling of non-axisymmetric
structures such as the bar and the spiral structure leads to
stronger migrations to those caused by the single presence
of transient spirals (Minchev & Famaey 2010; Minchev et al.
2012b,a). The influence of nearby satellites, as well as satellite
accretion, can also induce mixing in stellar discs (Younger et al.
2007; Bird et al. 2012).
Recent simulations have suggested that these radial motions
have a considerable effect on the galaxy properties. Roškar et al.
(2008a), using N-body and smoothed-particle hydrodynamic
(SPH) simulations of an isolated and idealised disc, found mass
profiles with a lack of mass in the outer parts and age profiles
with a characteristic “U-shape” (i.e. an age radial decline followed by an outer upturn). These authors suggested that these
features found in the outer parts (i.e. lack of mass and outer ageing) are attributed to the interplay between a radial star formation cut-off and radial redistribution of stars induced by transient spiral arms. Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2009), using fully
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, also found a downbending light surface density profile (lack of light in the outer
parts) and a “U-shape” age profile in their simulated disc. In
this case, the authors claimed that breaks in the light distribution do not necessarily correspond to breaks in the mass distribution, which suggests that the break origin is linked to two
main processes: first, a radial change in the slope of the star
formation profile linked to a drop in the gas density from a
warp as the main cause and, second, radial migration of stars
towards larger radii. Such “U-shaped” age gradient was found
even in the absence of radial migration. Although theoretical
works have concentrated on galaxies displaying downbending
profiles (type II), several observational works have also observed
systems with pure exponential (type I) declines of the light profiles and upbending (type III) surface brightness (SB) distributions (e.g. Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2005; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006;
Erwin et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Marino et al. 2016).
Although there is no clear consensus on the causes of radial migration or a definite explanation for the simulated SB
and age profiles, all these works point towards an important
amount of stars migrating from the inner to outer regions.
In particular, Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2009) found that 57%
of the stars currently located in the outer parts of their cosmologically simulated disc came from the inner region and
had mean values of the traversed radial distance of ∼3.4 kpc.
Other works have also analysed the amount of stellar particles
populating the outer regions and coming from the inner regions.
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Roškar et al. (2008b) found that the percentage of outwards migrating stars is up to ∼85% with the average change in radius
being 3.7 kpc, while Martínez-Serrano et al. (2009) obtained
a percentage as high as 64–78% in their cosmological discs.
Roškar et al. (2012) analysed in detail the origin of the radial
migration observed in their idealised and isolated discs and obtained that nearly 50% of the stars populating their solar neighbourhood (7 < R[kpc] < 9) came from the inner disc; some of
these experienced radial changes as high as 7 kpc although this
is not the norm. Observationally, evidence of radial migration
has also been found in stars in the Milky Way (Feltzing et al.
2001; Nordström et al. 2004; Bergemann et al. 2014). In particular, the RAVE collaboration (“the Radial Velocity Experiment”, Steinmetz et al. 2006; Kordopatis et al. 2013) have recently found that around half of the supersolar metallicity stars
currently located in the solar neighbourhood have migrated from
inner regions (Kordopatis et al. 2015). This radial redistribution
of material should affect, not only the outer parts, but the overall
stellar population and light distributions, especially if the number of migrating stars is high.
In particular, in Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2009), where the
broken profiles were caused by a combination of a radial change
in the star formation rate linked to a warp and radial migration,
the authors speculated that the different observed SB profiles in
the literature might be explained by different combinations of
both processes. If we ignore the effect of the warp, we would
expect a smooth change in the star formation rate per area unit
leading to a pure exponential profile. Depending on the intensity of the radial migration, we could change from galaxies displaying a type II surface density profile (systems with little outwards radial migration) to galaxies displaying a type III profile
(with a higher efficiency of the outwards radial migration), where
type I galaxies are a case in between. Thus, different radial migration efficiencies might produce different SB profiles. If this
scenario proposed by Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2009) is correct,
then, galaxies displaying different SB distributions must present
differences in the stellar content throughout their discs. Therefore, the analysis of the stellar populations from the inner regions
up to the outer discs of spiral galaxies is essential to understand
better the role of radial migration, the general assembly of spiral
galaxies, and to refine and constrain galaxy formation models.
This analysis can be carried out following different approaches.
One possible approach consists of taking photometric images
using different broadband filters. As a first approximation, light
differences from different filters (colours) can be interpreted as
variations in the properties of the stellar content. A vast amount
of works have used this approach to determine stellar population
gradients (e.g. Peletier 1993; de Jong 1996; Peletier & Balcells
1996; Jansen et al. 2000; Bell & de Jong 2000; MacArthur et al.
2004; Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009; Roediger et al. 2011b,a,
2012). Whether optical colours can be interpreted as a proxy for
stellar age or metallicity is still controversial.
Another approach to analyse stellar light uses spectroscopic
data. This approach allows us to study specific features that are
dependent on the stellar age and metallicity, i.e. the line-strength
indices (e.g. Rose 1984; Faber et al. 1985; Bica & Alloin
1986a; Bica & Alloin 1986b; Bica 1988; Gorgas et al. 1993;
Worthey 1994; Bica et al. 1994; Vazdekis et al. 1996; Worthey &
Ottaviani 1997; Kauffmann et al. 2003). Indices have been used
to obtain single stellar population (SSP) equivalent values for
age and metallicity in “simple” systems, such as globular clusters
or elliptical galaxies (e.g. Peletier et al. 2007; Kuntschner et al.
2010). However, in the recent years great effort has made
towards improving the quality of the information recovered from
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Fig. 1. Characterisation of the sample of galaxies under analysis in this work (red) compared to the CALIFA DR3 sample of galaxies limited
to spiral systems (grey). Left-hand panel: distribution is indicated of the morphological types according to the T parameter from Walcher et al.
(2014). Middle panel: distribution is indicated of stellar masses from Walcher et al. (2014). Right-hand panel: distribution is indicated of the
galaxies in the (u − z) – Mz colour magnitude diagram.

indices and making possible the application of this approach to
any kind of system (e.g. Gallazzi et al. 2005, 2006, 2008). The
combination of recently developed Bayesian approaches, improved spectral libraries, and high-quality observed spectra has
allowed studies based on indices to obtain star formation histories as well as metallicity and dust distributions (Zibetti et al.
2017). However, the needed signal-to-noise (S/N) hampers this
kind of analysis in regions of low SB or with data of limited
quality.
In order to overcome this issue and to maximise the information used from observed spectra, several codes have been developed in the recent years analysing wide wavelength ranges (e.g.
Heavens et al. 2000; Reichardt et al. 2001; Cid Fernandes et al.
2005; Tojeiro et al. 2007; Ocvirk et al. 2006b,a; Koleva et al.
2009). This full-spectrum fitting approach has been proven successful at further minimising the well-known age-metallicity
degeneracy (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011). However, studies
of the stellar content on spiral galaxies are still very scarce,
limited to the bulges or the inner discs (MacArthur et al.
2009; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011, 2014a; Sánchez et al. 2011;
Morelli et al. 2015, 2016).
The emergence of integral field spectroscopy (IFS) makes a
reliable analysis of the stellar content up to larger galactocentric
distances possible. The IFS instruments and data at our disposal
allow us to carry out new stellar population studies with unprecedented quality (Yoachim et al. 2012; Sánchez-Blázquez et al.
2014b; González Delgado et al. 2015; Ruiz-Lara et al. 2016b).
In this paper we study the stellar content of a sample
of 214 spiral galaxies from the CALIFA survey (“Calar Alto
Legacy Integral Field spectroscopy Area survey” Sánchez et al.
2012) using full-spectrum fitting techniques to assess, for the
first time in such a large sample, the role of radial migration
in shaping the properties that we observe in spiral galaxies. In
addition, we analyse photometric data from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) to characterise the twodimensional (2D) light distribution of these galaxies. This analysis allows us to test if galaxies with the same SB profiles display
similarities in their inner stellar content. Besides, we also obtain
SDSS colour profiles (g − r, g − i, and r − i) for a further comparison. In Sect. 2 we define the sample of galaxies under study.
We explain our method of analysing SDSS and CALIFA data in
Sects. 3 and 4. The main results, discussion, and conclusions of
this work are given in Sects. 5–7.

2. Sample selection
The sample of galaxies under analysis in this work was chosen from the CALIFA mother sample (Walcher et al. 2014) and
the CALIFA extension presented in the CALIFA third data release (DR3; Sánchez et al. 2016). We selected a subset of disc
galaxies (S0/a to Sd) with no signs of interaction according to
the sample characterisation presented in Walcher et al. (2014).
In addition, the galaxies under analysis are those analysed in
Méndez-Abreu et al. (2017) for which accurate 2D decomposition of their light distribution is available. Galaxies fulfilling all
these criteria but with inclinations that are larger than 70◦ or for
which the 2D light decomposition does not find any disc component (those dominated by a spheroid component) are discarded.
The final sample comprises 214 galaxies (124 barred galaxies, 58%; and 90 unbarred galaxies, 42%). Figure 1 is aimed at
characterising the morphological and mass distributions and the
position in a (u − z) – Mz colour magnitude diagram of the selected galaxies (red). In order to compare with the general behaviour of the CALIFA DR3 spiral galaxies, the characteristics
of this set of spiral systems are also shown (grey). We can highlight that the galaxies analysed in this study are representative
of the CALIFA sample with the addition of the galaxies from
the extension projects (not necessarily fulfilling all the CALIFA
sample criteria) and thus, unbiased to any particular mass value
or morphological type. Table 1 lists the main characteristics of
each individual galaxy.

3. Photometric analysis
We use the fully calibrated g, r, and i band images from the
SDSS seventh data release (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009) to
analyse the light distribution of the sample of galaxies. We
chose these filters to take advantage of the higher quality of
the SDSS images in these bands compared to u and z bands.
This analysis has been presented in detail in Méndez-Abreu et al.
(2017) covering the entire CALIFA sample. In this section we
outline the main characteristics of this analysis and focus on
the extraction of colour profiles as a by-product of that work.
Méndez-Abreu et al. (2017) provides further detail on the DR7
SDSS photometric images, the general procedure and the sky
subtraction, which is critical in the outermost regions of spiral
galaxies.
A4, page 3 of 26
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Fig. 2. Plots summarising the 2D decomposition for IC 1199. Top left: r-band SDSS image is shown. Top middle: galaxy model derived from
GASP2D fit considering a bulge and a broken disc component is shown. Top right: residuals image derived by subtracting the observed image
to the model is shown. North is up in all these images. Bottom left: the SDSS r-band surface brightness profile is shown. Bottom middle: the
ellipticity profile is shown. Bottom right: the position angle profile is shown. In bottom panels: points represent the observed magnitude; shadow
areas account for the errors, computed as one sigma of the distribution of values within the ellipse; red dashed line is the broken disc model; blue
dashed line follows the bulge light distribution; light green line is the output of ellipse applied to the model; and the inset in bottom left panel is
focused on the inner part with a logarithmic radial scale. All bottom panel plots show an auxiliary plot below with the residuals between observed
and model values. Dot-dashed vertical lines and the dot-dashed ellipse delimit the bulge-dominated region. Dashed vertical lines and the dashed
ellipse are located at the break radius.

3.1. Two-dimensional surface brightness distribution

We perform a 2D photometric decomposition of the structural components shaping our galaxy sample by applying
GASP2D (Méndez-Abreu et al. 2008, 2014) to the SDSS skysubtracted images. GASP2D iteratively fits a model of the SB
distribution to the pixels of the galaxy image by means of a nonlinear least-squares minimisation based on a robust LevenbergMarquardt method (Moré et al. 1980) using the MPFIT algorithm (Markwardt 2009). GASP2D weights every pixel in the
image according to the variance of its photon counts, assuming
a photon noise limitation and considering the detector readout
noise. It deals with seeing effects by convolving the model image
with a circular Moffat (Trujillo et al. 2001) point spread function (PSF) with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) measured directly from stars in the galaxy image. The code allows us
to determine the different photometric structures contributing to
the light distribution of the studied galaxy. The components that
GASP2D can fit are a bulge (or nuclear source for very small
bulges), a disc (or broken disc), and/or a bar (or double bar).
This way, GASP2D provides us with the set of structural parameters of these components that better fit the observed light
A4, page 4 of 26

distribution, such as ellipticities and position angles (e and PA),
the bar length, the break radius (Rbreak ) for galaxies with broken
profiles, the inner and outer disc scale lengths (hin , hout ), etc.
Figure 2 shows the 2D decomposition into a bulge and a
broken disc components for IC 1199 as a good example of
the typical performance of GASP2D in our sample of galaxies
(see also Méndez-Abreu et al. 2017). Top row shows three panels with the observed SDSS r-band image (left), the 2D model
(middle), and the residuals (model – observed, right). As an
average for the entire sample, the residuals oscillate between
±0.45 mag/arcsec2 with the bulk of pixels showing residuals
within ±0.15 mag/arcsec2 (∼60%). The bottom row shows the
SB (left), e (middle), and PA (right) profiles. In those panels,
the black dots and shaded areas represent the observed values
and errors computed as one sigma of the distribution of values within the ellipse, respectively. The solid light green line is
the output from the ellipse IRAF1 task applied to the model
1
IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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image. ellipse fits the galaxy isophotal light distribution by
means of ellipses of variable e and PA. The left panel also illustrates the contribution to the light profile coming from the bulge
(dashed blue line) and the broken disc (dashed red line) components. Dot-dashed vertical lines and the dot-dashed ellipse in
top left panel delimit the inner region (affected by the bulge) and
the beginning of the disc-dominated region (Rlim,in ; see Sect. 3.2
for details). Dashed vertical lines and the dashed ellipse in the
observed image are located at the break radius (Rbreak ). Despite
the difficulties of fitting complex systems dominated by spiral
structures or H ii regions with smooth components, the agreement between observed and reconstructed profiles is reasonably
good (see bottom row, auxiliary panels).
The results from this analysis are summarised in Table 1
and have been published recently in Méndez-Abreu et al. (2017).
Although it is beyond the scope of the present paper, in
Appendix A we properly characterise the SB profiles of the
galaxies analysed in this work and compare our results with the
literature. For the purposes of the main work in this paper, we
find that this sample is comprised by 132 type I, 69 type II, and
13 type III galaxies.
3.2. Colour profiles

The SDSS data are also used to compute the g − r, g − i, and
r − i colour profiles for the sample of galaxies by running the
ellipse IRAF task to the g, r, and i science frames. We fix the
e and PA of the successive ellipses matching those of the outer
disc (according to the GASP2D analysis in each filter). The onedimensional (1D) light profiles in the three filters are calibrated
in flux according to the SDSS DR7 webpage2 and subtracted
accordingly to obtain the three colour profiles. The errors in the
colour profiles are quadratically propagated from the errors in
the SB profiles of the bands involved (e.g. g and r bands in the
case of the g−r colour) computed as one sigma of the distribution
of values (see Sect. 3.1).
We compute linear fits to these colour profiles to quantify
and describe their general trends. We restrain the fit to the disc
region, avoiding the inner or bulge-dominated area. Considering that the bulge region is where the observed light distribution
deviate from the disc exponential profile, we define the inner
limit (Rlim,in ) as
µdisc (r) − µobs (r) > 0.2 mag/arcsec2

∀ r < Rlim,in ,

(1)

where r is the radius, µdisc is the functional shape of the disc light
distribution found by GASP2D, and µobs is the observed SB profile (black points in bottom left panel of Fig. 2). The choice of
0.2 mag/arcsec2 in the difference between the theoretical disc
and the observed SB profiles allows us to avoid the region dominated by the bulge or the bar in this computation.
For a fair comparison between colour and stellar parameters
profile gradients (see Sect. 5), we apply as an outer limit (Rlim,out )
for the colour linear fits that defined from the stellar age and
metallicity profiles (see Sect. 4.2). We compute the inner gradients taking into account colour values from Rlim,in to Rlim,out
for type I galaxies and from Rlim,in to Rbreak for type II and III
galaxies. We highlight that we are able to compute high-quality
colour profiles beyond Rlim,out . However, we fixed the outer limit
to Rlim,out to properly compare with the stellar parameters gradients. In Fig. 3 (top panels) we show the colour profiles and
results of the linear fits for IC 1199 as an example. The performed linear fits are error weighted and take into account the
2

http://www.sdss2.org/dr7/algorithms/fluxcal.html

Fig. 3. g − r and g − i colour (top panels) and stellar age and metallicity
(bottom panels) profiles for IC 1199 as an example. The colour profiles
are represented by means of purple circles (top panels). Blue circles
represent light-weighted stellar age or metallicity; red squares symbolise mass-weighted stellar age or metallicity (bottom panels). The dotdashed vertical line delimits the bulge-dominated region (Rlim,in ), while
the dashed vertical is located at the break radius (Rbreak ).

observational errors of the radial points to derive the parameters
of the fit, such as the gradient and its error. The values for all the
derived gradients and errors are given in Table B.3.

4. Spectroscopic analysis
Our sample of galaxies was drawn from those comprising the
CALIFA survey, as already stated in Sect. 2. The CALIFA
data (as well as the data from the CALIFA extended projects)
were collected at the 3.5 m telescope at Calar Alto using the
PMAS integral field unit spectrograph in its PPaK configuration (Roth et al. 2005). This project provides high-quality
spectra of 667 galaxies in the local Universe (0.005 < z <
0.03, Walcher et al. 2014). Two different observing set-ups were
adopted to maximise the scientific impact of the survey, one
at high resolution (V1200) and the other at a lower resolution (V500). The wavelength range of the V500 (V1200) data
is 3745–7500 Å (3650–4840 Å) with a spectral resolution of
FWHM = 6.0 Å (FWHM = 2.7 Å). A three-position dithering scheme was chosen to obtain a 100% coverage of the entire field of view with a final exposure time of 2700 s for the
V500 data (5400 s for the V1200 set-up). We used the CALIFA
COMBO cubes from the version 1.5 of the reduction pipeline
(García-Benito et al. 2015). The COMBO cubes are a combination of the V500 and the V1200 (degraded to the V500 resolution) data cubes that avoids vignetting of the data in the blue end
of some fibres for the V500 data (see Sánchez et al. 2012). This
COMBO dataset displays high-quality spectra across the entire
field of view in the wavelength range from 3700 Å to 7500 Å.
This dataset has been proven unique to analyse the outer
parts of spiral galaxies (see Ruiz-Lara et al. 2016b; Marino et al.
2016; Sánchez-Menguiano et al. 2016b) because of its wide field
of view (7400 × 6400 ). In addition, the sky subtraction, which is
A4, page 5 of 26
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crucial for our purposes, has been thoroughly studied to maximise the information coming from the 36 PMAS sky fibres (see
Husemann et al. 2013).
4.1. Stellar population analysis

The methodology applied in this work to extract the stellar age
and metallicity distributions from the CALIFA data has been extensively tested in previous works (e.g. Sánchez-Blázquez et al.
2011; Seidel et al. 2015). In particular, Ruiz-Lara et al. (2015)
apply this method to an integrated spectrum that comes from
the scanning a wide region in the bar of the Large Magellanic
Cloud to determine its stellar content. We compare those results
to the star formation history reconstructed with state-of-the-art
methods comparing synthetic and observed colour–magnitude
diagrams (Aparicio & Gallart 2004; Aparicio & Hidalgo 2009;
Hidalgo et al. 2011; Monelli et al. 2010). The good agreement
between both approaches encourages us to apply this method
to external systems supported by other works in the literature (García-Benito & Pérez-Montero 2012; Kuncarayakti et al.
2016).
In this section we carefully explain this method. As a preliminary step, we masked the CALIFA data cubes to avoid foreground and background stars and bad or low S/N spaxels. This
methodology can be divided into three main steps:
Stellar kinematics: an adaptive Voronoi method following
the Cappellari & Copin (2003) algorithm is applied to the
masked data with a goal continuum S/N of 20 and considering just spaxels with a minimum S/N of 3. We apply a
stellar kinematics pipeline specifically designed for dealing
with the CALIFA data (Falcón-Barroso et al. 2017) to these
binned spectra based on the “penalised pixel fitting” code
pPXF (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappellari et al. 2011).
This code uses a maximum-likelihood approach to match
the observed spectrum with a combination of stellar templates, once they have been convolved with a line-of-sight
velocity distribution (LOSVD). The LOSVD used by pPXF
can be described via the Gauss-Hermite parametrisation, allowing the measurement of the velocity, velocity dispersion,
and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments up to the h3 and
h4 (Gerhard 1993; van der Marel & Franx 1993). To derive
the velocity and velocity dispersion maps we use a subset
of the INDOUSv2 library (Valdes et al. 2004). Typical errors in the velocity determination are of the order of 5 to
20 km s−1 (for inner to outer spaxels). We use the computed
velocity and velocity dispersion maps to shift the observed
data cubes to the rest-frame and convolve them to a final
FWHM of 8.4 Å, resolution that is well suited for analysing
low- and intermediate-mass galaxies (Vazdekis et al. 2010).
Afterwards, we apply an elliptical integration (annuli) to
these corrected data cubes. The width of each annulus is not
fixed with the purpose of having spectra with at least a S/N
of 20 (per Å, in the continuum). The centre, ellipticity, and
position angle of the ellipses are fixed, matching the outer
disc isophotes from GASP2D (see Sect. 3.1).
ii) Emission line removal: we use GANDALF (Gas AND Absorption Line Fitting; Sarzi et al. 2006; Falcón-Barroso et al.
2006) to decontaminate the CALIFA spectra to have pure absorption spectra. This code is able to simultaneously recover
the stellar and ionised gas kinematics and content. GANDALF
treats emission lines as additional Gaussian templates to
add to the best combination of stellar templates (accounting
for the stellar continuum). The code has been modified to
take into account the dependency with wavelength of the

instrumental FWHM when transformed to velocity units (L.
Coccato and M. Sarzi, priv. comm.). In addition, the wavelength range has been limited to the blue part (3800 Å to
5800 Å) as most of the spectral features sensitive to the
stellar populations are located in this region of the spectrum. We used an optimal subset of the Vazdekis et al.
(2010) models (hereafter, V10) with a Kroupa universal
initial mass function (Kroupa 2001). These models are
based on the MILES library3 (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006;
Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011) as observed stellar templates.
The shape and position of the emission lines computed
in this way are subtracted from the observed spectrum
(with contributions from stars and gas) to obtain the pureabsorption stellar spectrum.
iii) Stellar content: to recover the stellar content from these
“absorption-pure” spectra we use STECKMAP4 (STEllar Content and Kinematics via Maximum A Posteriori likelihood;
Ocvirk et al. 2006a,b). STECKMAP is aimed at simultaneously recovering the stellar content and stellar kinematics
using a Bayesian method via a maximum a posteriori algorithm. It is based on the minimisation of a penalised χ2
while no a priori shape of the solution is assumed (i.e. it is a
non-parametric programme). The definition of the penalised
χ2 function to minimise is
Qµ = χ2 (s(x, Z, g)) + Pµ (x, Z, g),

i)
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(2)

where s is the modelled spectrum, which depends on the stellar content (age distribution x and age-metallicity relation,
and Z in the above equation) and the stellar kinematics (broadening function, g). The STECKMAP output consists of three different solutions, the stellar age distribution (SAD), the age-metallicity relation (AMR), and the
LOSVD. Those solutions with smooth SAD, AMR, and
LOSVD are favoured while solutions with strong variations
(i.e. those that are thought to be non-physical) are penalised
by means of the penalisation function (Pµ in Eq. (2)). This
penalisation function is defined as
Pµ (x, Z, g) = µ x P(x) + µZ P(Z) + µv P(g).

(3)

The different smoothing parameters (µ x , µZ , and µv ) allow
the user to choose the smoothness for the different solutions
(SAD, AMR, and LOSVD). The smoothness is completely
accomplished by means of the function P. This function
gives higher penalisation values to strongly oscillated functions while giving low values to smooth solutions. Higher
values for the smoothing parameters as input parameters implies that more smoothed solutions are preferred. The function P can also adopt different shapes (for further information see Ocvirk et al. 2006b,a). STECKMAP uses a polynomial
to deal with the shape of the continuum, thus, avoiding flux
calibration and extinction errors.
Prior to running STECKMAP to the CALIFA data, we investigated which combination of input parameters better fits the
CALIFA data. According to those tests, we decided to use a
square Laplacian smoothing kernel for the shape of the function P for the SAD and AMR solutions with values µ x = 0.01
and µZ = 100, respectively. For further information about these
parameters and their selection, see previous works (Ocvirk et al.
2006a,b; Ocvirk 2010; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2014b). As we
3

The models are publicly available at http://miles.iac.es
STECKMAP can be downloaded at http://astro.u-strasbg.fr/
~ocvirk/
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studied the LOSVD with especially devoted codes (see above),
we did not allow STECKMAP to fit the kinematics. We convolved all the observed spectra to a common velocity dispersion of 8.4 Å and shifted them to the rest-frame and we fixed
the kinematics while running STECKMAP to these values to reduce the velocity dispersion-metallicity degeneracy reported in
Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2011). In this step we used the entire
set of the V10 models with ages ranging from 63 Myr to 17.8 Gyr
and metallicities from −2.32 to +0.2 ([M/H]) and the same
wavelength range that for the emission line removal (3800 Å to
5800 Å).
Figure 4 shows an example of a typical, high-quality spectrum analysed with this methodology. The kinematics correction
applied to the CALIFA data cubes and the elliptical integration
allow us to obtain high-quality spectra even in the outer parts of
the analysed galaxies. In this particular case, we show a spectrum (solid black line) at an intermediate-to-large galactocentric distance from IC 1199 (24 arcsecs, 1.34 hin ). We must note
the high quality of the spectrum (S /N = 41.3 per pixel in the
continuum), especially highlighting some features, such as the
D4000 break, emission lines (Hβ, O iii, etc.), or absorption features (Ca ii, Mg I, etc.). We can observe some remainders of the
CALIFA sky subtraction in the O i sky line at 5577 Å, which is
a region that is masked and thus not considered in the STECKMAP
fit. The solid red line shows the STECKMAP fit to the emissionfree spectrum (from GANDALF). The inset is focused on the region where Hβ and Mg I absorption features are located.
4.2. Age and metallicity radial profiles

To compute the age and metallicity profiles, both light weighted
(L-W) and mass weighted (M-W), we average the AMR and
the SAD from STECKMAP in logarithmic scale, as extensively
done in the literature (e.g. Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011, 2014b;
Cid Fernandes et al. 2013; González Delgado et al. 2015), i.e.
P
i mass(i) ∗ log(Agei )
P
hlog(Age[yr])iM−W =
(4)
i mass(i)
P
i flux(i) ∗ log(Agei )
P
hlog(Age[yr])iL−W =
(5)
i flux(i)
P
mass(i) ∗ log(Zi /Z )
P
h[M/H]iM−W = i
(6)
i mass(i)
P
flux(i) ∗ log(Zi /Z )
P
h[M/H]iL−W = i
,
(7)
i flux(i)
where Z is the solar metallicity (0.02) and mass(i) and flux(i)
are the mass and flux of the population with age = Agei and
metallicity = Zi . Errors in all of the above-defined quantities are
computed by means of 25 Monte Carlo simulations, which is a
number that has been proven sufficient to provide reasonable errors (Seidel et al. 2015; Ruiz-Lara et al. 2016b). We derive these
errors by adding some noise that is consistent with the quality
of the original data to the best fit of the observed spectrum and
running STECKMAP 25 times to all of these noisy, best-fit spectra.
The standard deviation of the 25 recovered age and metallicity
values is what we consider the error in each magnitude.
Once we derived the age and metallicity radial distributions,
we computed linear fits in a similar way as we explained for
the colour profiles (see Sect. 3.2). We used the same definition
of Rlim,in as before and the definition of Rlim,out is imposed by
the quality of the CALIFA spectroscopic data or performance
of the method. Thus, Rlim,out is given by the last radial spectrum

Fig. 4. Example of a typical CALIFA spectrum analysed with the
described method. In particular, this is the spectrum of IC 1199 at
24 arcsecs (1.34 hin ). The solid black line represents the observed,
rest-framed spectrum. The solid red line is the STECKMAP best fit to
the observed spectrum after removing the gaseous emission lines with
GANDALF. The inset is focused on the Hβ-Mg I (4800–5250 Å). See text
for further details.

with a S /N > 20 or by the last radial spectrum from which reliable stellar population results are drawn. We highlight that in a
small number of cases (corresponding to the outermost regions),
although the computed S/N is higher than 20, a visual inspection of the GANDALF or STECKMAP fits suggests that they are not
good enough (bad emission line removal, deficient continuum
shape reconstruction, etc.) and thus, non-reliable stellar population results are obtained. The information from these spectra is
discarded. For type I galaxies we computed a single (inner) gradient from Rlim,in to Rlim,out while for type II and III galaxies the
outer limit is restricted to the break radius. In this case, again, the
performed linear fits are error weighted, taking into account the
observational errors of the points to derive the gradient and its
error. Figure 3 (bottom panels) shows an example of the typical
age and metallicity profiles that we obtained with the CALIFA
data. The values of all the gradients and their errors for the age
and metallicity profiles (light and mass weighted) are given in
Tables B.1 and B.2.

5. Results
The procedure explained in the previous sections allows us to
characterise the light distribution for the 214 galaxies under analysis and obtain their colour profiles, stellar age, and metallicity
profiles. In this paper we focus on the behaviour of such trends
in the inner regions to identify differences in their inner gradients for galaxies displaying different SB profiles. The stellar
content for some of the galaxies in this sample in the outer regions (i.e. beyond the break radius for type II galaxies or beyond
three disc scale lengths for type I galaxies) has been presented in
Ruiz-Lara et al. (2016b).
We know from previous works that stellar radial migration
exists in spiral galaxies (Feltzing et al. 2001; Nordström et al.
2004; Roškar et al. 2008a; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2009;
Minchev & Famaey 2010; Bergemann et al. 2014; Kordopatis
et al. 2015; Sánchez-Menguiano et al. 2016a). Moreover, if
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the inner g − r (left), g − i (middle), and r − i (right) colour gradients as a function of the surface brightness profiles of
the galaxies represented as box plots. The boxes extend from the lower to upper quartile values of the gradient distributions with a red line at the
median. The whiskers extend from the box to show the range of the data. Outlier points are those past the end of the whiskers and are represented
with crosses. We also show the histograms for each distribution colour coded according to the SB type: type I (green), type II (blue), and type III
(red). Dots with transparency represent all the observational values. The median values of all the distributions are linked using a blue line to
highlight the tendency.

radial redistribution of material is important, it must have an
effect in the stellar content of the inner and outer regions. As
a consequence, if there is a relation between radial migration
and SB profiles, galaxies displaying different SB profiles should
display differences in their inner stellar content. Therefore, the
analysis of the inner colour profiles (Sect. 5.1) along with the
inner stellar age and metallicity gradients (Sect. 5.2) segregating
the different SB profile types, can help shed light on the role
of radial migration in the shaping of stellar parameter and light
distribution profiles.

with a KS test that is suited for large samples, we decided to use
the AD test too, which is better suited for small samples. The
p-values obtained using this second statistical test (AD) agree
with those found with a KS test, with p-values always well below the significance level. Then, we can conclude that the colour
profile inner gradient distributions for type I, II, and III galaxies
seem to be drawn from different distributions, in which type II
galaxies display steeper negative trends than type I and III systems with the latter showing the shallowest profiles.

5.1. Inner colour gradients

5.2. Inner stellar parameters gradients

The analysis of the light distribution carried out along this work
(see Sect. 3) allows us to obtain colour radial profiles. Although
we know that drawing stellar population information from optical colours might not be an optimal approach (Ganda et al.
2009), for the sake of completeness we studied the colour inner
gradient distribution for type I, II, and III galaxies.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the inner gradients for the
(g − r), (g − i), and (r − i) colour profiles as box plots (main plots)
and by means of histograms (right-hand auxiliary panels). The
error-weighted mean values of the inner gradient distribution for
the (g − r), (g − i) and (r − i) colour profiles are shown in Table 2.
We can see that gradient distributions for type I, II, and III galaxies are different. Type II galaxies present the steepest gradients
of all, followed by type I and type III systems (displaying the
shallowest profiles). To further quantify such a result, we make
use of two different statistical tests, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) and Anderson-Darling (AD) tests, to check whether or not
these distributions are drawn from the same distribution. These
tests are used to compare two samples and provide estimations
on how different these two distributions are by means of a parameter called “p-value”. If this statistical parameter is below a
significance level (generally ∼0.05) then, we can reject the “null
hypothesis”, i.e. we can conclude that the two samples are drawn
from different distributions. The corresponding “p-values” for
all these tests can be found in Table 3. Very low p-values are
found using the KS tests when comparing the colour inner gradient distributions for types I and II galaxies as well as those
of types I and III and types II and III. Although the size of the
sample under analysis in this work is large enough to be analysed

To further test our hypothesis of radial migration, which affects
the inner stellar content of galaxies with different SB profiles
differently, Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the inner gradients of
the log(age[yr]) and [M/H] profiles (L-W and M-W) for galaxies with different SB profiles in a similar way as presented in
Fig. 5 for the colour gradients. After a visual inspection, we can
claim that similar trends to those shown by the colour profiles
are found especially in the case of L-W quantities, although in
this case those trends are not as clear as in the previous case. The
observed tendency suggests that as we move from type II galaxies to type I and type III systems the slope of the L-W profiles
becomes shallower. The trend is also observed but to a lesser degree in the case of the M-W quantities. The actual values for the
error-weighted average gradients and their dispersions for each
SB profile type are shown in Table 4.
The average values confirm the first visual impression:
type II galaxies present the steepest profiles and type III the shallowest with type I spirals displaying an intermediate behaviour
in L-W parameters. However, although a similar trend is found
for the gradients from the M-W quantities, we find that M-W age
gradients, where type I and III galaxies display similar average
values, are the exception. As in the case of the colour gradients,
and to further quantify such a result, we make use of the KS
and AD statistical tests. The “p-values” for all these tests can
be found in Table 5. The KS tests seem to indicate that the observed distributions for type I and III galaxies are basically identical in the case of the M-W quantities with high p-values (0.62
and 0.37, respectively). However, slight differences are found in
the case of the L-W age gradients (p-value of 0.07, around the
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Table 2. Error-weighted average, its error and dispersion (the later in parenthesis) values of the inner gradients for the g − r, g − i, and r − i colour
profiles (see text for details).

g−r
g−i
r−i

Type II
−0.12 ± 0.02 (0.16)
−0.17 ± 0.03 (0.20)
−0.05 ± 0.01 (0.13)

SB profile
Type I
−0.084 ± 0.007 (0.08)
−0.123 ± 0.010 (0.12)
−0.041 ± 0.005 (0.07)

Type III
−0.04 ± 0.02 (0.07)
−0.05 ± 0.02 (0.08)
−0.01 ± 0.01 (0.04)

Notes. Units are in mag/hin .
Table 3. Statistical “p-values” for the KS (AD tests in parenthesis) when comparing the inner gradients distributions for type I vs. type II, type I vs.
type III, and type II vs. type III galaxies of the colour profiles analysed in this work (g − r, g − i, and r − i).
SB profiles
I vs. II
I vs. III
II vs. III

(g − r)
0.001 (0.0001)
0.00001 (0.012)
0.0 (0.0003)

(g − i)
0.0001 (0.00002)
0.0 (0.01)
0.0 (0.0004)

(r − i)
0.0001 (0.0005)
0.0 (0.04)
0.0 (0.007)

Table 4. Error-weighted average, its error and dispersion (the later in parenthesis) values of the inner gradients for the stellar age and metallicity
profiles (see text for details).

L-W age
L-W metallicity
M-W age
M-W metallicity

Type II
–0.30 ± 0.06 (0.51)
–0.15 ± 0.06 (0.47)
–0.06 ± 0.02 (0.14)
–0.14 ± 0.03 (0.26)

SB profile
Type I
–0.18 ± 0.02 (0.26)
–0.09 ± 0.02 (0.18)
–0.03 ± 0.01 (0.13)
–0.09 ± 0.02 (0.26)

Type III
–0.09 ± 0.03 (0.11)
–0.04 ± 0.02 (0.06)
–0.03 ± 0.02 (0.06)
–0.06 ± 0.02 (0.08)

Notes. L-W stands for light-weighted quantities whereas M-W stands for mass weighted. Units are in dex/hin .

significance level) and clear differences in the case of the L-W
metallicity gradients (p-value of 0.04, below the significance
level). Similar results arise from the AD tests, i.e. the samples
for type I and III galaxies follow the same distribution in the
case of M-W quantities but differences seem to appear when we
compare the distributions of the L-W gradients. Regarding the
distributions shown by type II galaxies, KS and AD tests suggest
that they are drawn from different distributions than type I and
III systems if we pay attention to both L-W and M-W profiles.
However, this statement should be taken with caution because
in the case of the metallicity gradients the p-values are in some
cases similar to, or even slightly above, the significance level and
thus the observed differences, if any, are almost negligible.
We also reproduced the analysis shown in Fig. 6, but we
distinguished between barred and unbarred systems instead of
SB profile types to assess the effect of the presence of a bar in
shaping the stellar parameter profiles. The distributions found
for barred and unbarred galaxies are completely consistent, thus
suggesting that presence of bars does not seem to have a strong
effect in shaping the stellar parameter profiles (in agreement with
the results found in Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2014b; Marino et al.
2016).
The similar behaviours of the inner gradients of the stellar
parameter and colour profiles for type I, II, and III galaxies, especially in the case of the L-W quantities, can be interpreted as a
reinforcement of the results outlined above. In addition, this similarity might shed some light into whether optical colours can be
used as a proxy for stellar ages or metallicities when looking
for statistical trends in large samples of galaxies. However, to
make this claim further investigations and comparisons between
colour and stellar parameter profiles are needed.
It is worth mentioning the fact that, apart from the abovementioned differences, the distributions of inner gradients

(colours and stellar parameters) also present different dispersions
(see parenthesis in Tables 2 and 4). The values of the inner gradients for type III galaxies always present lower dispersions than
type I or II systems. However, this is understandable considering
the low number of galaxies exhibiting a type III profile (13). It is
more intriguing that even though the number of type I galaxies is
much larger than the number of type II galaxies (132 versus 69),
type II galaxies present larger dispersion for all analysed quantities. Whether this is a consequence of the different possible processes shaping the type II SB profiles or a direct consequence of
the lower degree of mixing induces by radial migration needs to
be further investigated.

6. Discussion
Our hypothesis states that i) if migration is capable of redistributing a sufficient mass fraction as to affect the observed inner stellar content and ii) different radial migration efficiencies affect
the shaping of the outer light distributions, galaxies with different SB profiles should display differences in their inner colour
and stellar age and metallicity gradients. The results presented in
this paper suggest that this can be the case: type II galaxies might
present the lowest degree of radial migration, thereby causing the
stellar population gradients to be steeper, while type III systems
might display a larger degree of mixing, thus resulting in shallower gradients. The fact that type I systems tend to display average values in between type II and III systems and slightly different distributions to both types further supports this scenario. In
this work, we have also checked if the differences in the stellar
parameter gradients for type II galaxies (steep gradients) are due
to a more efficient current star formation in these systems. The
analysis of the light fraction of stars younger than 150 Myr yields
no differences between type I, II, and III galaxies discarding a
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the inner gradients of the log(age[yr]) and [M/H] profiles as a function of the surface brightness profiles of the galaxies
represented as box plots. The boxes extend from the lower to upper quartile values of the gradient distributions with a red line at the median. The
whiskers extend from the box to show the range of the data. Outlier points are those past the end of the whiskers and are represented with crosses.
We also show the histograms for each distribution colour coded according to the SB type: type I (green), type II (blue), and type III (red). Top
left: luminosity-weighted age is shown. Top right: mass-weighted age is shown. Bottom left: luminosity-weighted [M/H] is shown. Bottom right:
mass-weighted [M/H] is shown. Dots with transparency represent all the observational values. The median values of all the distributions are linked
using a blue line to highlight the tendency.
Table 5. Statistical “p-values” for the KS (AD tests in parenthesis) when comparing the inner gradient distributions for type I vs. type II, type I vs.
type III and type II vs. type III galaxies of the stellar properties analysed in this work (L-W and M-W age as well as L-W and M-W metallicity).
SB profiles
I vs. II
I vs. III
II vs. III

L-W age
0.005 (0.0003)
0.07 (0.07)
0.001 (0.001)

M-W age
0.001 (0.004)
0.62 (0.60)
0.02 (0.03)

recent star formation burst as the cause of the steeper L-W age
profiles in type II systems. Although we are tempted to claim that
these results are evidence of different radial migration efficiencies for galaxies displaying different SB profiles, we must bear
in mind that other processes involved in the formation of spiral
galaxies besides migration can be also at play (as suggested in
Ruiz-Lara et al. 2016b).
Other theoretical and observational works have also
tried to understand the role of radial migration on shaping
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L-W [M/H]
0.07 (0.05)
0.04 (0.02)
0.03 (0.03)

M-W [M/H]
0.07 (0.06)
0.37 (0.23)
0.08 (0.05)

light distribution and the stellar content in spiral galaxies.
Roškar et al. (2008b) used their SPH+N-body simulations to
propose that SB and age profiles were intimately related to radial migration, i.e. radial migration, along with a radial cut-off
of the star formation, was the cause of downbending of the light
profile and ageing of the outer disc. In Ruiz-Lara et al. (2016a),
the authors have analysed the origin of the outer ageing in a
set of simulated spiral galaxies (RaDES, Few et al. 2012) and
have found that type I, II, and III galaxies show “U-shape” age
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profiles even when radial migration is not considered. Consistent
with that work, Ruiz-Lara et al. (2016b) analysed spectroscopic
data from the CALIFA survey to obtain “U-shape” age profiles
indistinctly for type I and II galaxies suggesting that the shaping of the SB and the outer ageing on the stellar age profiles
are unconnected. In addition, recent observational works suggest the existence of old outer discs formed through radial migration and/or satellite accretion in a wide variety of galactic systems. Zhang et al. (2012) have analysed broadband images of 34
dwarf irregular galaxies and have found some hints of old stellar
populations over the entire disc from their spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling. Similar results have been found by
Zheng et al. (2015), who analysed SED modelling of 698 spiral
galaxies from the Pan-STARRS1 Medium Deep Survey images.
Dale et al. (2016) have analysed deep optical and near-infrared
images of a sample of 15 nearby spiral galaxies and have found
results that are consistent with an inside-out disc formation coupled with an old stellar outer disc. Analyses of deep colour magnitude diagrams have also claimed the presence of old stars in
the outskirts of very nearby systems (Bernard et al. 2012, 2015;
Radburn-Smith et al. 2012).
The variety of results found in the previous mentioned works
suggest that we are still far from understanding the real role of
radial migration in shaping the stellar distribution (light, age,
and metallicity) of spiral galaxies. Although it seems that radial migration is present in galaxies, we still cannot decouple the
possible effects of recent star formation, satellite accretion, or
radial migration in modelling observed galaxies. The observed
properties can be the consequence of a complex process, involving not only radial migration but multicomponent star formation
recipes (Elmegreen & Hunter 2006), combinations of star formation thresholds, and collapse of the protogalactic cloud conserving angular momentum (van den Bosch 2001), satellite accretion, etc.
However, the results shown in this paper are in agreement with the speculations presented in Sánchez-Blázquez et al.
(2009) and might indicate that there can be a radial migration
efficiency transition between type II, I, and III. If this is the case,
the factor that determines the type of SB profile to exhibit would
be the amount of outwards migrated stars. If outwards radial migration is high enough, this migration could change the observed
SB profiles of spiral galaxies from type II to I or even III (with
the combined action of satellite accretion).
This work helps us to constrain future theoretical works
through studying the origin of the outskirts of spiral galaxies
and proposing a possible scenario to explain the different observed SB profiles. Although we cannot conclude whether radial
migration is the main mechanism or it is just one of many mechanisms shaping the different SB profiles, we can claim that the
amount of stars that are currently displaced from their birth locations can represent a significant fraction of the total stellar mass
as to affect the inner stellar age and metallicity profiles.

7. Conclusions
In this work we present stellar age and metallicity profiles from
full-spectrum fitting analysis of the CALIFA IFS data of a sample of 214 spiral galaxies. We have carefully analysed their 2D
light distribution to characterise their SB profiles and obtain
colour profiles from the analysis of SDSS data. Our main conclusions are as follows:
i)

There are statistical differences in the behaviour of the
colour profiles (g − r, g − i and r − i) in the inner parts for
type II galaxies compared to type I and III systems. Type II

galaxies tend to display the steepest profiles and type III
the shallowest while type I galaxies show an intermediate
behaviour.
ii) Similar findings are obtained when computing the inner gradients of the L-W stellar age and metallicity trends in the
inner regions. The trend is also reproduced in the case of
M-W quantities but to a lesser extent.
iii) Conclusions i) and ii) together suggest a segregation in the
radial migration efficiency for type I, II, and III galaxies,
where type III systems are the most efficient (shallowest profiles) and type II are the least efficient systems (steepest profiles). These findings allow us to suggest that radial migration seems to have an effect in shaping the stellar content in
spiral galaxies (light, stellar age, and stellar metallicity distributions). The efficiency of the outwards radial migration
might be the factor that determines the observed SB profile
in a galaxy, from type II (low efficiency) to type III (high
efficiency). However, a joint effort of simulations and observations is needed in order to properly assess a) the actual role
of radial migration in galaxy evolution and its causes; b) the
role of satellite accretion; and c) whether these different behaviours between type I, II, and III systems are imprinted at
birth or actually acquired via radial migration.
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Appendix A: SB profile classification
The proper characterisation of the light distribution in the galaxy
sample is an essential step in analysing the stellar content of different SB profiles. Table A.1 summarises the information from
the 2D light decomposition presented in this work (see Sect. 3.1).
We find that type I (61.7 %) and II (32.2 %) are the most frequent
SB profiles in the galaxies under analysis with only 13 galaxies
(6.1 %) displaying an upbending profile. Type II galaxies exhibit the most extended inner discs (hin = 8.92 ± 3.80 kpc), followed by type I (4.88 ± 1.15 kpc) and type III (2.51 ± 0.36 kpc)
discs. The breaks are located at larger galactocentric distances
for type II than for type III galaxies (12.31 ± 3.25 versus
8.50 ± 1.40 kpc), although in terms of hin this trend is reversed (1.92 ± 0.68 versus 3.51 ± 0.54 hin ). There seems to
be a tendency with morphology in the inner disc scale length
for type I galaxies in which later types show less extended discs
than early types. However, no further correlations are found with
morphology.
Although it is not the main scope of this paper, for the sake
of completeness, in Table A.2 we compare our results with other
works focused on the 1D light distribution up to the outer discs
using visible light, i.e. Pohlen & Trujillo (2006, hereafter PT06),
Erwin et al. (2008, hereafter E08), Gutiérrez et al. (2011, hereafter G11), and Marino et al. (2016, hereafter M16). We note
that, by no means, is this comparison meant to be complete: there
are many more works in the literature to be compared with. We
must also highlight the different selection criteria adopted to define each sample. PT06 was focused on analysing the light distribution for late type galaxies (98 galaxies with 2.99 < T < 8.49),
while E08 and G11 were focused on S0–Sb galaxies (66 barred
and 47 unbarred galaxies, respectively). The sample analysed
in M16 should, in principle, present more similarities with that
analysed in this work as both were drawn from the CALIFA sample (with some overlapping between both samples).
The comparison among these works (including the one
presented here) shows some differences. Especially striking is
the discrepancy in the frequency of profile types obtained by
these studies. While this work suggests that single exponential
(type I) profiles are the most frequent type of SB profiles
found in our galaxies, PT06, E08, and M16 suggest that
galaxies mostly display downbending profiles and upbending
SB distributions are most frequently found in G11. However,
we find a lack of type III galaxies with the 2D decomposition
method. The values for the inner disc scale lengths in all the
works suggest that type II galaxies have higher values than
type I and III galaxies (in that order), with the exception of
G11 for which the order would change to type I, II, and III
with decreasing inner disc scale-length values. However, while
all the works in 1D found relatively consistent values for
this morphological parameter (within errors), the 2D analysis
presented here produces larger inner disc scale lengths for type I
and II galaxies than the rest of the works. Regarding the break
radius, although in physical units different works found different
values (both for type II and type III systems), those found for
the Rbreak /hin for different SB types are fairly consistent among
works, with values around 2 for type II galaxies and around
4 for type III systems. All the works seem to suggest that
the position of the break in units of hin is larger for type III
galaxies than for downbending profiles while in terms of
physical units there is no agreement between them. The tendency found with this 2D analysis for type I galaxies with later

types displaying lower values of hin is also found when comparing the PT06 results (later types) with the E08 or G11 results
(earlier types).
Before drawing any conclusions, we must bear in mind the
great discrepancies among the compared works: i) PT06, E08,
G11, and M16 follow a 1D analysis of the light distribution
while this analysis makes use of a 2D decomposition; in addition; ii) different galaxy samples are analysed in each work; if
the samples under analysis are not similar (masses, morphology,
etc.) then, different results might arise as a consequence of the
differences among the analysed samples.
In order to check to what extent the decomposition method
affects the global morphological parameters for type I, II, and
III galaxies, we apply a 1D analysis similar to that performed in
other works to the sample of galaxies analysed in this work and
compare the results from both methods on the same sample. To
perform such exercise we have analysed the 1D SB distributions
already computed in Sect. 3.2. We fit these 1D SB profiles with
a classical exponential decline (Freeman 1970) in the case of
type I galaxies, i.e.
Idisc (r) = I0 e

 
− hr
in

,

(A.1)

where Idisc (r) is the disc intensity as a function of the radius (r),
I0 is the central surface brightness, and hin is the scale length of
the disc. For type II and III galaxies we use the function defined
in E08 as follows:
Idisc (r) = S I0 e

−r/hin

h
i1
1 + eα(r−Rbreak ) α



1
hin

−h1

out



,

(A.2)

where hout is the outer scale length of the disc, Rbreak is the position of the break, α is a parametrisation of the sharpness of the
break, and S is a scaling factor in the form
1

S = 1 + e−αRbreak α



1
hin

−h1

out



.

(A.3)

The results of this 1D analysis of the light distribution are shown
in Col. (2) of Table A.2. We find again that a discrepancy in the
frequency of profile types with this 1D approach reveals more
similar percentages when compared with other works. Not only
does the frequency of profile types change from a 1D to a 2D
approach, even when analysing the same sample of galaxies, but
also the rest of morphological parameters change. Different values for the break radii and inner disc scale lengths are found with
no clear pattern. In addition, the comparison of the results from
the 1D approach in this sample of galaxies and the results of
other works present quite striking differences mainly due to the
different samples under analysis.
In summary, the differences among the compared works are
mainly due to two aspects. On the one hand, the different decomposition methods used (1D versus 2D) must play an important
role in the derived structural parameters; however, a 2D analysis
of the light distribution is a more realistic procedure, and thus
we decided to follow this approach in this work. On the other
hand, the different selection criteria to define each sample and
thus, the different morphologies under consideration, might produce different results. It is clear that larger statistical samples
and a more rigorous analysis (far from the scope of this present
work) are needed to properly assess the variety of SB profiles in
nature. These findings are agreement with what has been shown
in Méndez-Abreu et al. (2017).
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Table A.1. Surface brightness profile parameters for the sample of galaxies from the 2D decomposition using GASP2D.
N

hin (kpc)

Rbreak (kpc)

Rbreak /hin

Type I

132 (61.7 %)

4.88 ± 1.15

–

–

Type II

69 (32.2%)

8.92 ± 3.80

12.31 ± 3.25

1.92 ± 0.68

Type III

13 (6.1%)

2.51 ± 0.36

8.50 ± 1.40

3.51 ± 0.54

Sa
Sb
Sc
Sd
Sa
Sb
Sc
Sd
Sa
Sb
Sc
Sd

N
22 (10.3)
47 (22.0)
52 (24.3)
11 (5.1)
8 (3.7)
19 (8.9)
31 (14.5)
11 (5.1)
5 (2.3)
2 (0.9)
4 (2.0)
2 (0.9)

hin (kpc)
5.22 ± 1.41
5.22 ± 0.97
4.66 ± 1.15
3.75 ± 1.21
8.22 ± 2.55
12.15 ± 2.61
8.78 ± 3.15
4.26 ± 0.85
2.98 ± 0.25
2.55 ± 0.09
1.89 ± 0.29
2.51 ± 0.37

Rbreak (kpc)
–
–
–
–
11.09 ± 2.92
11.77 ± 2.89
13.86 ± 3.45
9.77 ± 2.90
9.65 ± 1.77
7.41 ± 0.61
8.58 ± 1.05
6.55 ± 0.78

Rbreak /hin
–
–
–
–
2.26 ± 1.33
1.40 ± 0.41
2.04 ± 0.57
2.20 ± 0.37
7.17 ± 0.45
2.89 ± 0.14
4.67 ± 0.40
2.62 ± 0.09

Notes. See Sect. 3.1 for further details.
Table A.2. Comparison between the surface brightness profile parameters presented here and other works.

Type I

Type II

Type III

%
hin (kpc)
Rbreak (kpc)
Rbreak /hin
%
hin (kpc)
Rbreak (kpc)
Rbreak /hin
%
hin (kpc)
Rbreak (kpc)
Rbreak /hin

This work (2D)
(1)
61.7
4.88 ± 1.15
–
–
32.2
8.92 ± 3.80
12.31 ± 3.25
1.92 ± 0.68
6.1
2.51 ± 0.36
8.50 ± 1.40
3.51 ± 0.54

This work (1D)
(2)
34.1
4.02 ± 0.79
–
–
39.7
6.38 ± 1.91
12.71 ± 2.44
3.57 ± 0.44
26.2
3.47 ± 0.91
12.15 ± 3.44
3.57 ± 0.37

PT06
(3)
11
2.8 ± 0.8
–
–
66
3.8 ± 1.2/6.9 ± 2.25
9.2 ± 2.4/9.5 ± 3.3
2.5 ± 0.6/1.7 ± 0.4
33
1.9 ± 0.6
9.3 ± 3.3
4.9 ± 0.6

E08
(4)
27
2.89 ± 0.67
–
–
42
6.07 ± 2.50
7.69 ± 1.90
2.07 ± 0.81
24
1.89 ± 0.35
8.24 ± 1.65
4.40 ± 0.41

G11
(5)
28
5.98 ± 2.70
–
–
21
4.46 ± 1.83
7.86 ± 2.35
2.06 ± 0.38
51
2.27 ± 0.51
9.44 ± 2.23
4.24 ± 0.62

M16
(6)
16.4
4.53 ± 2.21
–
–
52.8
4.60 ± 0.42
10.51 ± 0.48
2.28 ± 0.64
30.8
3.12 ± 0.21
7.68 ± 0.49
2.46 ± 0.53

Notes. (1) Results applying the 2D decomposition using GASP2D (see Sect. 3.1 for further details) to the sample of galaxies under analysis;
(2) results applying a more classical 1D approach (see text for details) to the sample of galaxies; (3) results from Pohlen & Trujillo (2006); for
type II galaxies the parameters are divided into classical truncations and breaks associated with the Outer Lindblad Reso–ce (II-CT/II-o.OLR);
(4) results from Erwin et al. (2008); (5) results from Gutiérrez et al. (2011); and (6) results from Marino et al. (2016).
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Appendix B: Stellar parameter and colour gradients
In this section we present tables with the derived stellar age and metallicity profile inner gradients as well as colour profile inner gradients for all the galaxies in the sample. Table B.1 lists this information for the stellar age profiles, Table B.2 for the [M/H] profiles,
and Table B.3 for the colour (g − r, g − i, and r − i) profiles.
Table B.1. Stellar age inner gradients from the stellar content analysis (see Sect. 4).
Name
(1)
UGC 00005
NGC 7819
IC 1528
UGC 00036
NGC 0001
NGC 0023
NGC 0036
UGC 00139
MCG-02-02-030
UGC 00312
ESO540-G003
NGC 0160
NGC 0165
NGC 0171
NGC 0180
NGC 0214
NGC 0237
NGC 0234
NGC 0257
NGC 0309
NGC 0447
NGC 0477
IC 1683
NGC 0496
NGC 0528
NGC 0551
NGC 0570
UGC 01271
NGC 0716
NGC 0768
NGC 0776
NGC 0787
NGC 0842
UGC 01659
NGC 0873
NGC 0924
UGC 01918
NGC 0932
NGC 0941
NGC 0976
NGC 0991
UGC 02099
UGC 02134
NGC 1070
NGC 1094
NGC 1093
UGC 02311
UGC 02403
UGC 02443
NGC 1167
NGC 1211
UGC 02690
MCG-01-10-019
NGC 1645
NGC 1659

5 log(Age)L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.122 ± 0.008
–0.019 ± 0.001
–0.098 ± 0.025
–0.006 ± 0.002
–0.138 ± 0.007
–0.033 ± 0.002
–0.207 ± 0.008
–0.051 ± 0.002
–0.254 ± 0.007
–0.059 ± 0.002
1.404 ± 0.116
0.041 ± 0.003
–0.414 ± 0.008
–0.043 ± 0.001
0.005 ± 0.077
0.001 ± 0.024
–0.703 ± 0.04
–0.156 ± 0.009
–0.046 ± 0.041
–0.008 ± 0.007
–0.897 ± 0.033
–0.265 ± 0.01
–0.769 ± 0.034
–0.045 ± 0.002
–0.072 ± 0.013
–0.012 ± 0.002
–2.063 ± 0.037
–0.101 ± 0.002
–0.455 ± 0.008
–0.054 ± 0.001
–0.343 ± 0.015
–0.08 ± 0.003
–0.002 ± 0.007
–0.001 ± 0.003
–0.1 ± 0.013
–0.018 ± 0.002
–0.173 ± 0.008
–0.031 ± 0.002
–0.434 ± 0.014
–0.047 ± 0.002
–0.426 ± 0.023
–0.042 ± 0.002
–0.395 ± 0.008
–0.058 ± 0.001
0.269 ± 0.009
0.055 ± 0.002
–0.008 ± 0.01
–0.002 ± 0.002
–0.038 ± 0.004
–0.013 ± 0.001
–0.17 ± 0.007
–0.033 ± 0.001
–0.185 ± 0.01
–0.033 ± 0.002
–0.017 ± 0.008
–0.004 ± 0.002
–0.063 ± 0.011
–0.019 ± 0.003
–0.053 ± 0.012
–0.008 ± 0.002
–0.259 ± 0.008
–0.046 ± 0.001
–0.198 ± 0.015
–0.049 ± 0.004
–0.024 ± 0.006
–0.005 ± 0.001
–1.17 ± 0.099
–0.039 ± 0.003
0.082 ± 0.007
0.03 ± 0.002
0.124 ± 0.037
0.023 ± 0.007
–0.224 ± 0.033
–0.036 ± 0.005
–0.203 ± 0.008
–0.037 ± 0.002
–0.186 ± 0.015
–0.083 ± 0.007
–0.325 ± 0.045
–0.098 ± 0.014
–0.504 ± 0.013
–0.173 ± 0.005
–0.343 ± 0.021
–0.033 ± 0.002
–0.894 ± 0.078
–0.042 ± 0.004
–0.149 ± 0.008
–0.063 ± 0.003
–0.186 ± 0.01
–0.069 ± 0.004
–0.164 ± 0.009
–0.036 ± 0.002
–0.094 ± 0.011
–0.016 ± 0.002
0.32 ± 0.041
0.065 ± 0.008
–0.322 ± 0.026
–0.087 ± 0.007
–0.248 ± 0.013
–0.028 ± 0.002
–0.124 ± 0.056
–0.019 ± 0.009
–0.013 ± 0.034
–0.003 ± 0.007
–0.149 ± 0.013
–0.021 ± 0.002
–0.329 ± 0.007
–0.062 ± 0.001
–0.05 ± 0.008
–0.014 ± 0.002

5 log(Age)M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.008 ± 0.005
–0.001 ± 0.001
–0.184 ± 0.016
–0.012 ± 0.001
–0.053 ± 0.004
–0.013 ± 0.001
–0.016 ± 0.005
–0.004 ± 0.001
–0.001 ± 0.005
–0.0 ± 0.001
0.267 ± 0.072
0.008 ± 0.002
–0.024 ± 0.005
–0.003 ± 0.001
–0.04 ± 0.036
–0.012 ± 0.011
0.049 ± 0.014
0.011 ± 0.003
–0.065 ± 0.015
–0.012 ± 0.003
–0.161 ± 0.024
–0.047 ± 0.007
–0.086 ± 0.022
–0.005 ± 0.001
–0.018 ± 0.012
–0.003 ± 0.002
–0.336 ± 0.019
–0.016 ± 0.001
0.018 ± 0.005
0.002 ± 0.001
–0.004 ± 0.008
–0.001 ± 0.002
–0.036 ± 0.005
–0.013 ± 0.002
–0.071 ± 0.019
–0.013 ± 0.003
–0.066 ± 0.008
–0.012 ± 0.001
–0.086 ± 0.006
–0.009 ± 0.001
–0.045 ± 0.015
–0.004 ± 0.002
–0.13 ± 0.005
–0.019 ± 0.001
0.061 ± 0.006
0.012 ± 0.001
–0.107 ± 0.006
–0.019 ± 0.001
–0.016 ± 0.003
–0.006 ± 0.001
0.01 ± 0.003
0.002 ± 0.001
–0.067 ± 0.005
–0.012 ± 0.001
0.032 ± 0.006
0.008 ± 0.001
–0.055 ± 0.006
–0.016 ± 0.002
0.011 ± 0.01
0.002 ± 0.002
0.019 ± 0.005
0.003 ± 0.001
–0.031 ± 0.008
–0.008 ± 0.002
0.026 ± 0.005
0.006 ± 0.001
–0.627 ± 0.065
–0.021 ± 0.002
–0.053 ± 0.006
–0.019 ± 0.002
0.034 ± 0.012
0.006 ± 0.002
0.056 ± 0.017
0.009 ± 0.003
–0.036 ± 0.005
–0.007 ± 0.001
–0.096 ± 0.01
–0.043 ± 0.005
0.115 ± 0.024
0.035 ± 0.007
–0.039 ± 0.008
–0.014 ± 0.003
–0.08 ± 0.012
–0.008 ± 0.001
–0.073 ± 0.046
–0.003 ± 0.002
0.016 ± 0.004
0.007 ± 0.002
–0.105 ± 0.012
–0.039 ± 0.004
–0.026 ± 0.005
–0.006 ± 0.001
–0.066 ± 0.011
–0.012 ± 0.002
0.034 ± 0.028
0.007 ± 0.006
–0.095 ± 0.017
–0.026 ± 0.005
–0.099 ± 0.009
–0.011 ± 0.001
–0.075 ± 0.033
–0.012 ± 0.005
–0.102 ± 0.014
–0.021 ± 0.003
–0.135 ± 0.007
–0.019 ± 0.001
–0.071 ± 0.004
–0.013 ± 0.001
–0.032 ± 0.005
–0.009 ± 0.001

Notes. This table shows the gradients for the light- and mass-weighted log(Age) (dex/hin and dex/kpc) represented in Fig. 6.
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Table B.1. continued.
Name
(1)
NGC 1665
NGC 1666
NGC 1667
UGC 03253
NGC 2253
NGC 2347
UGC 03944
UGC 03973
UGC 03995
NGC 2449
NGC 2487
UGC 04195
NGC 2530
NGC 2540
NGC 2543
UGC 04308
NGC 2553
UGC 04262
NGC 2558
NGC 2565
NGC 2572
UGC 04375
NGC 2596
NGC 2595
NGC 2604
NGC 2639
NGC 2730
NGC 2805
NGC 2906
NGC 2916
UGC 05108
UGC 05359
UGC 05396
NGC 3106
NGC 3300
NGC 3381
IC 0674
UGC 06312
NGC 3614
NGC 3687
NGC 3811
NGC 3815
NGC 3994
NGC 4003
UGC 07012
NGC 4047
UGC 07145
NGC 4185
NGC 4210
NGC 4470
NGC 4711
UGC 08004
NGC 4961
UGC 08231
NGC 5000
NGC 5016
NGC 5157
NGC 5205
NGC 5267
NGC 5320
UGC 08781
NGC 5376
NGC 5379
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5 log(Age)L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.023 ± 0.006
–0.007 ± 0.002
–0.051 ± 0.008
–0.02 ± 0.003
–0.089 ± 0.006
–0.025 ± 0.002
–0.499 ± 0.012
–0.139 ± 0.003
–0.182 ± 0.007
–0.063 ± 0.002
–0.286 ± 0.008
–0.061 ± 0.002
–0.198 ± 0.013
–0.063 ± 0.004
–0.002 ± 0.012
–0.0 ± 0.002
–0.412 ± 0.011
–0.056 ± 0.001
–0.134 ± 0.006
–0.03 ± 0.001
–0.785 ± 0.012
–0.106 ± 0.002
–0.041 ± 0.039
–0.006 ± 0.006
–0.078 ± 0.015
–0.017 ± 0.003
–0.242 ± 0.01
–0.045 ± 0.002
–0.467 ± 0.009
–0.123 ± 0.002
–0.349 ± 0.011
–0.083 ± 0.003
–0.14 ± 0.007
–0.032 ± 0.002
–0.307 ± 0.012
–0.053 ± 0.002
–0.461 ± 0.01
–0.081 ± 0.002
–0.184 ± 0.007
–0.052 ± 0.002
–0.156 ± 0.008
–0.032 ± 0.002
–0.392 ± 0.007
–0.144 ± 0.003
–0.494 ± 0.018
–0.056 ± 0.002
–0.503 ± 0.015
–0.058 ± 0.002
–0.245 ± 0.021
–0.083 ± 0.007
–0.01 ± 0.003
–0.004 ± 0.001
–0.181 ± 0.02
–0.028 ± 0.003
–1.887 ± 0.233
–0.275 ± 0.034
–0.136 ± 0.004
–0.068 ± 0.002
–0.728 ± 0.01
–0.129 ± 0.002
–0.751 ± 0.054
–0.019 ± 0.001
–0.171 ± 0.008
–0.026 ± 0.001
–0.41 ± 0.013
–0.064 ± 0.002
–0.312 ± 0.011
–0.041 ± 0.001
0.01 ± 0.006
0.004 ± 0.002
–0.036 ± 0.009
–0.018 ± 0.004
–0.141 ± 0.008
–0.022 ± 0.001
–0.004 ± 0.012
–0.001 ± 0.002
–0.124 ± 0.022
–0.026 ± 0.005
–0.189 ± 0.01
–0.083 ± 0.004
–0.171 ± 0.007
–0.066 ± 0.003
–0.077 ± 0.005
–0.027 ± 0.002
–0.075 ± 0.008
–0.059 ± 0.007
–0.204 ± 0.009
–0.031 ± 0.001
–0.133 ± 0.018
–0.076 ± 0.01
–0.037 ± 0.009
–0.015 ± 0.004
–0.441 ± 0.013
–0.07 ± 0.002
–0.404 ± 0.011
–0.054 ± 0.001
–0.344 ± 0.017
–0.06 ± 0.003
0.124 ± 0.008
0.07 ± 0.004
–0.325 ± 0.011
–0.082 ± 0.003
–0.072 ± 0.018
–0.011 ± 0.003
–0.099 ± 0.023
–0.039 ± 0.009
–0.17 ± 0.011
–0.075 ± 0.005
–0.305 ± 0.009
–0.055 ± 0.002
–0.108 ± 0.008
–0.054 ± 0.004
–0.334 ± 0.007
–0.046 ± 0.001
–0.474 ± 0.009
–0.267 ± 0.005
–0.51 ± 0.013
–0.052 ± 0.001
–0.256 ± 0.009
–0.068 ± 0.002
–0.278 ± 0.009
–0.036 ± 0.001
–0.259 ± 0.01
–0.088 ± 0.004
0.035 ± 0.007
0.019 ± 0.004

5 log(Age)M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
0.004 ± 0.004
0.001 ± 0.001
0.031 ± 0.006
0.012 ± 0.002
–0.035 ± 0.004
–0.01 ± 0.001
–0.063 ± 0.007
–0.017 ± 0.002
–0.028 ± 0.005
–0.01 ± 0.002
–0.025 ± 0.006
–0.005 ± 0.001
–0.113 ± 0.012
–0.036 ± 0.004
–0.08 ± 0.008
–0.011 ± 0.001
–0.008 ± 0.005
–0.001 ± 0.001
0.011 ± 0.003
0.002 ± 0.001
–0.067 ± 0.009
–0.009 ± 0.001
0.001 ± 0.01
0.0 ± 0.001
–0.1 ± 0.01
–0.022 ± 0.002
–0.113 ± 0.011
–0.021 ± 0.002
0.012 ± 0.008
0.003 ± 0.002
–0.086 ± 0.008
–0.021 ± 0.002
–0.068 ± 0.005
–0.016 ± 0.001
–0.129 ± 0.007
–0.022 ± 0.001
–0.128 ± 0.007
–0.023 ± 0.001
0.108 ± 0.005
0.03 ± 0.001
0.023 ± 0.004
0.005 ± 0.001
–0.044 ± 0.005
–0.016 ± 0.002
–0.155 ± 0.016
–0.017 ± 0.002
–0.059 ± 0.014
–0.007 ± 0.002
–0.105 ± 0.009
–0.036 ± 0.003
0.028 ± 0.002
0.01 ± 0.001
–0.194 ± 0.011
–0.03 ± 0.002
–1.143 ± 0.153
–0.167 ± 0.022
0.042 ± 0.002
0.021 ± 0.001
–0.052 ± 0.007
–0.009 ± 0.001
0.114 ± 0.028
0.003 ± 0.001
–0.08 ± 0.004
–0.012 ± 0.001
–0.012 ± 0.008
–0.002 ± 0.001
–0.073 ± 0.008
–0.01 ± 0.001
0.029 ± 0.005
0.01 ± 0.002
–0.005 ± 0.005
–0.002 ± 0.003
0.03 ± 0.004
0.005 ± 0.001
0.062 ± 0.009
0.009 ± 0.001
0.059 ± 0.014
0.012 ± 0.003
0.004 ± 0.006
0.002 ± 0.002
–0.069 ± 0.003
–0.027 ± 0.001
–0.004 ± 0.003
–0.001 ± 0.001
0.004 ± 0.005
0.003 ± 0.004
–0.017 ± 0.005
–0.003 ± 0.001
–0.064 ± 0.008
–0.037 ± 0.004
–0.014 ± 0.006
–0.006 ± 0.002
–0.045 ± 0.007
–0.007 ± 0.001
–0.087 ± 0.006
–0.012 ± 0.001
0.059 ± 0.011
0.01 ± 0.002
0.003 ± 0.005
0.002 ± 0.003
–0.017 ± 0.006
–0.004 ± 0.002
–0.017 ± 0.01
–0.003 ± 0.002
0.01 ± 0.012
0.004 ± 0.005
–0.013 ± 0.006
–0.006 ± 0.002
–0.109 ± 0.007
–0.019 ± 0.001
–0.022 ± 0.005
–0.011 ± 0.002
–0.065 ± 0.004
–0.009 ± 0.001
–0.046 ± 0.005
–0.026 ± 0.003
0.014 ± 0.008
0.001 ± 0.001
0.028 ± 0.006
0.007 ± 0.002
–0.029 ± 0.006
–0.004 ± 0.001
0.017 ± 0.006
0.006 ± 0.002
–0.036 ± 0.004
–0.02 ± 0.002
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Table B.1. continued.
Name
(1)
NGC 5378
NGC 5406
NGC 5473
NGC 5480
UGC 09067
NGC 5520
NGC 5633
NGC 5657
NGC 5720
NGC 5732
UGC 09476
NGC 5784
UGC 09598
NGC 5876
NGC 5888
UGC 09777
UGC 09842
NGC 5957
NGC 5971
IC 4566
NGC 5980
NGC 6004
IC 1151
NGC 6032
NGC 6060
NGC 6063
IC 1199
NGC 6154
NGC 6155
NGC 6186
NGC 6278
NGC 6301
NGC 6314
UGC 10796
UGC 10811
IC 1256
NGC 6394
UGC 10905
NGC 6427
NGC 6478
NGC 6497
UGC 11228
UGC 11262
MCG-02-51-004
NGC 6941
NGC 6945
NGC 6978
UGC 11649
NGC 7047
NGC 7311
NGC 7321
UGC 12185
UGC 12224
NGC 7466
NGC 7489
NGC 7536
NGC 7549
NGC 7563
NGC 7591
IC 5309
NGC 7611
NGC 7623
NGC 7631

5 log(Age)L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.422 ± 0.008
–0.082 ± 0.002
–1.79 ± 0.041
–0.081 ± 0.002
0.047 ± 0.008
0.02 ± 0.003
–0.116 ± 0.019
–0.039 ± 0.007
–0.115 ± 0.009
–0.025 ± 0.002
–0.112 ± 0.005
–0.068 ± 0.003
–0.086 ± 0.006
–0.061 ± 0.004
–0.178 ± 0.006
–0.045 ± 0.002
–0.372 ± 0.007
–0.055 ± 0.001
0.025 ± 0.008
0.01 ± 0.003
–0.203 ± 0.009
–0.052 ± 0.002
0.065 ± 0.011
0.01 ± 0.002
–0.437 ± 0.01
–0.074 ± 0.002
–0.487 ± 0.011
–0.068 ± 0.002
–0.112 ± 0.011
–0.011 ± 0.001
–0.222 ± 0.009
–0.089 ± 0.004
–0.09 ± 0.013
–0.013 ± 0.002
–0.452 ± 0.007
–0.179 ± 0.003
–0.619 ± 0.03
–0.146 ± 0.007
–0.264 ± 0.012
–0.055 ± 0.003
–0.189 ± 0.007
–0.056 ± 0.002
–0.168 ± 0.007
–0.035 ± 0.001
–0.128 ± 0.01
–0.049 ± 0.004
–2.477 ± 0.099
–0.084 ± 0.003
–0.321 ± 0.009
–0.048 ± 0.001
–0.532 ± 0.017
–0.126 ± 0.004
–0.362 ± 0.016
–0.062 ± 0.003
–0.524 ± 0.01
–0.075 ± 0.001
–0.076 ± 0.006
–0.039 ± 0.003
–0.245 ± 0.02
–0.03 ± 0.002
–0.132 ± 0.009
–0.028 ± 0.002
–0.534 ± 0.015
–0.044 ± 0.001
0.061 ± 0.009
0.009 ± 0.001
0.188 ± 0.021
0.024 ± 0.003
–0.368 ± 0.01
–0.052 ± 0.001
–0.182 ± 0.009
–0.051 ± 0.002
–0.049 ± 0.009
–0.007 ± 0.001
0.016 ± 0.012
0.001 ± 0.001
–0.033 ± 0.005
–0.011 ± 0.002
–0.463 ± 0.018
–0.048 ± 0.002
–0.763 ± 0.015
–0.09 ± 0.002
–0.075 ± 0.011
–0.014 ± 0.002
–0.281 ± 0.015
–0.042 ± 0.002
–0.224 ± 0.014
–0.043 ± 0.003
–0.56 ± 0.01
–0.074 ± 0.001
–0.064 ± 0.008
–0.015 ± 0.002
–0.069 ± 0.007
–0.012 ± 0.001
–0.528 ± 0.01
–0.132 ± 0.002
–0.342 ± 0.027
–0.05 ± 0.004
–0.186 ± 0.005
–0.051 ± 0.002
–0.185 ± 0.006
–0.034 ± 0.001
–0.586 ± 0.018
–0.047 ± 0.001
–0.255 ± 0.015
–0.055 ± 0.003
–0.191 ± 0.012
–0.025 ± 0.002
–0.214 ± 0.014
–0.039 ± 0.003
–0.511 ± 0.084
–0.059 ± 0.01
–0.368 ± 0.016
–0.045 ± 0.002
–0.366 ± 0.038
–0.02 ± 0.002
–0.154 ± 0.008
–0.024 ± 0.001
–0.046 ± 0.013
–0.013 ± 0.003
0.04 ± 0.009
0.014 ± 0.003
–0.318 ± 0.045
–0.061 ± 0.009
–0.128 ± 0.007
–0.033 ± 0.002

5 log(Age)M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.123 ± 0.006
–0.024 ± 0.001
–0.093 ± 0.02
–0.004 ± 0.001
0.03 ± 0.006
0.013 ± 0.002
–0.082 ± 0.017
–0.028 ± 0.006
–0.008 ± 0.006
–0.002 ± 0.001
–0.07 ± 0.005
–0.042 ± 0.003
–0.042 ± 0.004
–0.03 ± 0.003
–0.009 ± 0.003
–0.002 ± 0.001
–0.061 ± 0.004
–0.009 ± 0.001
–0.081 ± 0.008
–0.031 ± 0.003
–0.147 ± 0.007
–0.037 ± 0.002
–0.024 ± 0.007
–0.004 ± 0.001
–0.004 ± 0.006
–0.001 ± 0.001
–0.109 ± 0.006
–0.015 ± 0.001
–0.029 ± 0.005
–0.003 ± 0.0
–0.078 ± 0.006
–0.031 ± 0.002
–0.069 ± 0.008
–0.01 ± 0.001
–0.064 ± 0.005
–0.025 ± 0.002
–0.137 ± 0.019
–0.032 ± 0.005
0.005 ± 0.007
0.001 ± 0.001
–0.02 ± 0.007
–0.006 ± 0.002
0.013 ± 0.003
0.003 ± 0.001
–0.081 ± 0.005
–0.031 ± 0.002
–0.753 ± 0.058
–0.025 ± 0.002
–0.041 ± 0.005
–0.006 ± 0.001
–0.072 ± 0.012
–0.017 ± 0.003
0.019 ± 0.013
0.003 ± 0.002
–0.086 ± 0.005
–0.012 ± 0.001
–0.123 ± 0.005
–0.063 ± 0.003
–0.216 ± 0.023
–0.027 ± 0.003
–0.076 ± 0.006
–0.016 ± 0.001
–0.086 ± 0.009
–0.007 ± 0.001
0.022 ± 0.008
0.003 ± 0.001
–0.002 ± 0.01
–0.0 ± 0.001
–0.015 ± 0.005
–0.002 ± 0.001
–0.108 ± 0.007
–0.03 ± 0.002
–0.056 ± 0.006
–0.008 ± 0.001
–0.036 ± 0.008
–0.003 ± 0.001
0.005 ± 0.003
0.002 ± 0.001
–0.057 ± 0.011
–0.006 ± 0.001
–0.147 ± 0.007
–0.017 ± 0.001
–0.018 ± 0.007
–0.003 ± 0.001
–0.125 ± 0.009
–0.019 ± 0.001
–0.015 ± 0.008
–0.003 ± 0.002
–0.09 ± 0.006
–0.012 ± 0.001
–0.025 ± 0.005
–0.006 ± 0.001
–0.041 ± 0.004
–0.007 ± 0.001
–0.149 ± 0.006
–0.037 ± 0.002
–0.063 ± 0.011
–0.009 ± 0.002
0.021 ± 0.004
0.006 ± 0.001
0.061 ± 0.007
0.011 ± 0.001
–0.341 ± 0.018
–0.028 ± 0.001
–0.095 ± 0.01
–0.021 ± 0.002
–0.068 ± 0.01
–0.009 ± 0.001
–0.136 ± 0.008
–0.025 ± 0.001
–0.085 ± 0.062
–0.01 ± 0.007
–0.071 ± 0.008
–0.009 ± 0.001
–0.173 ± 0.026
–0.009 ± 0.001
–0.096 ± 0.009
–0.015 ± 0.001
–0.019 ± 0.007
–0.005 ± 0.002
0.034 ± 0.006
0.012 ± 0.002
–0.174 ± 0.03
–0.033 ± 0.006
–0.007 ± 0.004
–0.002 ± 0.001
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Table B.1. continued.
Name
(1)
NGC 7653
NGC 7671
NGC 7691
NGC 7716
NGC 7722
NGC 7738
UGC 12810
UGC 12816
NGC 7782
NGC 7787
UGC 12864
UGC 04455
UGC 06249
SN2002ji
UGC 07129
UGC 08909
NGC 0495
KUG1349+143
CGCG163–062
NGC 5794
IC 1078
NGC 6977
SDSSJ015424
NGC 2691
NGC 2780
UGC 06517
NGC 5145
NGC 5950
UGC 10803
MCG-01-52-012
UGC 09837
UGC 12250
NGC 5947
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5 log(Age)L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.178 ± 0.012
–0.047 ± 0.003
–0.1 ± 0.006
–0.035 ± 0.002
–0.324 ± 0.026
–0.065 ± 0.005
–0.348 ± 0.01
–0.077 ± 0.002
–0.002 ± 0.016
–0.001 ± 0.005
–0.216 ± 0.007
–0.045 ± 0.001
–0.369 ± 0.01
–0.044 ± 0.001
–0.26 ± 0.05
–0.022 ± 0.004
–0.423 ± 0.009
–0.064 ± 0.001
–0.404 ± 0.012
–0.084 ± 0.002
–0.155 ± 0.014
–0.013 ± 0.001
–0.493 ± 0.027
–0.146 ± 0.008
–0.509 ± 0.051
–0.045 ± 0.005
–0.252 ± 0.009
–0.26 ± 0.009
0.048 ± 0.025
0.054 ± 0.028
–0.18 ± 0.021
–0.214 ± 0.025
–0.12 ± 0.005
–0.094 ± 0.004
0.035 ± 0.017
0.005 ± 0.002
0.144 ± 0.025
0.038 ± 0.007
–0.048 ± 0.008
–0.013 ± 0.002
–0.523 ± 0.017
–0.108 ± 0.003
–0.318 ± 0.009
–0.044 ± 0.001
–0.028 ± 0.014
–0.01 ± 0.005
0.245 ± 0.026
0.082 ± 0.009
–0.163 ± 0.027
–0.014 ± 0.002
–0.28 ± 0.014
–0.14 ± 0.007
0.716 ± 0.11
0.271 ± 0.042
–0.228 ± 0.034
–0.168 ± 0.025
–0.095 ± 0.005
–0.073 ± 0.004
–0.132 ± 0.011
–0.189 ± 0.015
–0.126 ± 0.03
–0.027 ± 0.006
–1.324 ± 0.068
–0.089 ± 0.005
–0.433 ± 0.016
–0.063 ± 0.002

5 log(Age)M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.14 ± 0.009
–0.037 ± 0.002
–0.063 ± 0.004
–0.022 ± 0.001
–0.103 ± 0.013
–0.021 ± 0.003
–0.051 ± 0.005
–0.011 ± 0.001
–0.078 ± 0.009
–0.027 ± 0.003
–0.015 ± 0.005
–0.003 ± 0.001
–0.117 ± 0.007
–0.014 ± 0.001
–0.054 ± 0.023
–0.005 ± 0.002
–0.093 ± 0.006
–0.014 ± 0.001
–0.069 ± 0.007
–0.014 ± 0.001
–0.119 ± 0.008
–0.01 ± 0.001
–0.05 ± 0.02
–0.015 ± 0.006
–0.042 ± 0.031
–0.004 ± 0.003
–0.144 ± 0.009
–0.149 ± 0.009
0.076 ± 0.025
0.085 ± 0.027
–0.117 ± 0.01
–0.139 ± 0.011
–0.074 ± 0.004
–0.057 ± 0.003
–0.041 ± 0.011
–0.006 ± 0.002
0.035 ± 0.015
0.009 ± 0.004
–0.002 ± 0.005
–0.0 ± 0.001
–0.027 ± 0.01
–0.006 ± 0.002
–0.099 ± 0.006
–0.014 ± 0.001
–0.013 ± 0.015
–0.005 ± 0.005
0.109 ± 0.021
0.037 ± 0.007
–0.1 ± 0.017
–0.008 ± 0.001
–0.112 ± 0.007
–0.056 ± 0.004
0.593 ± 0.163
0.224 ± 0.062
–0.063 ± 0.013
–0.047 ± 0.009
–0.003 ± 0.003
–0.003 ± 0.002
–0.122 ± 0.008
–0.175 ± 0.011
–0.147 ± 0.017
–0.031 ± 0.004
–0.296 ± 0.053
–0.02 ± 0.004
–0.085 ± 0.012
–0.012 ± 0.002
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Table B.2. Stellar metallicity inner gradients from the stellar content analysis (see Sect. 4).
Name
(1)
UGC 00005
NGC 7819
IC 1528
UGC 00036
NGC 0001
NGC 0023
NGC 0036
UGC 00139
MCG-02-02-030
UGC 00312
ESO540-G003
NGC 0160
NGC 0165
NGC 0171
NGC 0180
NGC 0214
NGC 0237
NGC 0234
NGC 0257
NGC 0309
NGC 0447
NGC 0477
IC 1683
NGC 0496
NGC 0528
NGC 0551
NGC 0570
UGC 01271
NGC 0716
NGC 0768
NGC 0776
NGC 0787
NGC 0842
UGC 01659
NGC 0873
NGC 0924
UGC 01918
NGC 0932
NGC 0941
NGC 0976
NGC 0991
UGC 02099
UGC 02134
NGC 1070
NGC 1094
NGC 1093
UGC 02311
UGC 02403
UGC 02443
NGC 1167
NGC 1211
UGC 02690
MCG-01-10-019
NGC 1645
NGC 1659
NGC 1665
NGC 1666
NGC 1667
UGC 03253
NGC 2253
NGC 2347

5[M/H]L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.176 ± 0.009
–0.028 ± 0.001
–0.124 ± 0.027
–0.008 ± 0.002
–0.017 ± 0.009
–0.004 ± 0.002
–0.043 ± 0.006
–0.01 ± 0.001
–0.071 ± 0.01
–0.016 ± 0.002
1.887 ± 0.105
0.055 ± 0.003
–0.077 ± 0.011
–0.008 ± 0.001
–0.02 ± 0.033
–0.006 ± 0.01
–0.507 ± 0.019
–0.112 ± 0.004
–0.097 ± 0.014
–0.017 ± 0.003
–0.727 ± 0.048
–0.215 ± 0.014
–0.598 ± 0.044
–0.035 ± 0.003
0.074 ± 0.015
0.013 ± 0.003
–2.367 ± 0.038
–0.116 ± 0.002
–0.337 ± 0.006
–0.04 ± 0.001
–0.402 ± 0.014
–0.094 ± 0.003
–0.079 ± 0.008
–0.029 ± 0.003
0.062 ± 0.017
0.011 ± 0.003
–0.27 ± 0.009
–0.049 ± 0.002
–0.443 ± 0.012
–0.048 ± 0.001
–0.58 ± 0.027
–0.057 ± 0.003
–0.204 ± 0.011
–0.03 ± 0.002
–0.038 ± 0.009
–0.008 ± 0.002
–0.323 ± 0.01
–0.059 ± 0.002
–0.076 ± 0.004
–0.026 ± 0.001
–0.214 ± 0.005
–0.042 ± 0.001
–0.037 ± 0.01
–0.007 ± 0.002
0.005 ± 0.006
0.001 ± 0.001
–0.161 ± 0.018
–0.048 ± 0.005
–0.262 ± 0.011
–0.04 ± 0.002
–0.167 ± 0.011
–0.029 ± 0.002
–0.215 ± 0.014
–0.053 ± 0.003
–0.109 ± 0.005
–0.025 ± 0.001
–1.063 ± 0.114
–0.036 ± 0.004
0.118 ± 0.014
0.042 ± 0.005
0.054 ± 0.039
0.01 ± 0.007
–0.221 ± 0.046
–0.035 ± 0.007
–0.059 ± 0.008
–0.011 ± 0.002
0.146 ± 0.01
0.065 ± 0.005
–0.408 ± 0.095
–0.124 ± 0.029
0.011 ± 0.015
0.004 ± 0.005
–0.206 ± 0.019
–0.02 ± 0.002
0.115 ± 0.082
0.005 ± 0.004
–0.073 ± 0.009
–0.031 ± 0.004
0.208 ± 0.018
0.076 ± 0.007
–0.159 ± 0.009
–0.035 ± 0.002
–0.255 ± 0.01
–0.045 ± 0.002
–0.455 ± 0.024
–0.092 ± 0.005
0.343 ± 0.03
0.093 ± 0.008
0.038 ± 0.011
0.004 ± 0.001
0.355 ± 0.056
0.055 ± 0.009
–0.156 ± 0.021
–0.032 ± 0.004
–0.04 ± 0.015
–0.006 ± 0.002
–0.002 ± 0.011
–0.0 ± 0.002
–0.085 ± 0.008
–0.023 ± 0.002
0.001 ± 0.007
0.0 ± 0.002
–0.189 ± 0.009
–0.074 ± 0.003
–0.012 ± 0.006
–0.003 ± 0.002
–0.095 ± 0.018
–0.026 ± 0.005
–0.059 ± 0.007
–0.02 ± 0.002
–0.258 ± 0.008
–0.055 ± 0.002

5[M/H]M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
0.007 ± 0.011
0.001 ± 0.002
–0.752 ± 0.037
–0.049 ± 0.002
–0.15 ± 0.012
–0.036 ± 0.003
0.046 ± 0.007
0.011 ± 0.002
0.018 ± 0.013
0.004 ± 0.003
0.026 ± 0.121
0.001 ± 0.004
0.101 ± 0.014
0.011 ± 0.001
–0.525 ± 0.05
–0.161 ± 0.015
–0.107 ± 0.11
–0.024 ± 0.024
–0.033 ± 0.03
–0.006 ± 0.005
–0.711 ± 0.117
–0.21 ± 0.034
–0.292 ± 0.049
–0.017 ± 0.003
–0.137 ± 0.02
–0.024 ± 0.004
–0.296 ± 0.07
–0.015 ± 0.003
–0.079 ± 0.013
–0.009 ± 0.002
–0.439 ± 0.025
–0.103 ± 0.006
–0.21 ± 0.021
–0.078 ± 0.008
0.056 ± 0.022
0.01 ± 0.004
–0.271 ± 0.013
–0.049 ± 0.002
–0.544 ± 0.022
–0.059 ± 0.002
–0.35 ± 0.026
–0.035 ± 0.003
–0.139 ± 0.017
–0.021 ± 0.002
–0.179 ± 0.01
–0.037 ± 0.002
–0.516 ± 0.015
–0.093 ± 0.003
–0.054 ± 0.004
–0.018 ± 0.001
–0.22 ± 0.009
–0.043 ± 0.002
–0.054 ± 0.018
–0.01 ± 0.003
0.006 ± 0.007
0.002 ± 0.002
–0.24 ± 0.028
–0.071 ± 0.008
–0.076 ± 0.015
–0.012 ± 0.002
–0.008 ± 0.013
–0.001 ± 0.002
–0.11 ± 0.014
–0.027 ± 0.003
–0.143 ± 0.005
–0.033 ± 0.001
–0.061 ± 0.129
–0.002 ± 0.004
0.099 ± 0.023
0.036 ± 0.008
–0.052 ± 0.052
–0.01 ± 0.009
0.005 ± 0.055
0.001 ± 0.009
–0.006 ± 0.009
–0.001 ± 0.002
0.116 ± 0.02
0.052 ± 0.009
–0.174 ± 0.139
–0.053 ± 0.042
0.185 ± 0.024
0.064 ± 0.008
–0.025 ± 0.023
–0.002 ± 0.002
1.15 ± 0.181
0.054 ± 0.009
0.032 ± 0.016
0.013 ± 0.007
–0.043 ± 0.02
–0.016 ± 0.007
0.007 ± 0.012
0.002 ± 0.003
–0.353 ± 0.013
–0.062 ± 0.002
–0.92 ± 0.02
–0.186 ± 0.004
–0.292 ± 0.082
–0.079 ± 0.022
–0.102 ± 0.013
–0.012 ± 0.002
0.528 ± 0.063
0.081 ± 0.01
–0.783 ± 0.024
–0.162 ± 0.005
–0.522 ± 0.017
–0.074 ± 0.002
–0.07 ± 0.013
–0.013 ± 0.002
–0.081 ± 0.023
–0.022 ± 0.006
–0.051 ± 0.006
–0.015 ± 0.002
–0.142 ± 0.01
–0.056 ± 0.004
0.028 ± 0.009
0.008 ± 0.003
0.089 ± 0.023
0.025 ± 0.006
0.133 ± 0.008
0.046 ± 0.003
–0.224 ± 0.013
–0.048 ± 0.003

Notes. This table shows the gradients for the light- and mass-weighted [M/H] (dex/hin and dex/kpc) represented in Fig. 6.
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Table B.2. continued.
Name
(1)
UGC 03944
UGC 03973
UGC 03995
NGC 2449
NGC 2487
UGC 04195
NGC 2530
NGC 2540
NGC 2543
UGC 04308
NGC 2553
UGC 04262
NGC 2558
NGC 2565
NGC 2572
UGC 04375
NGC 2596
NGC 2595
NGC 2604
NGC 2639
NGC 2730
NGC 2805
NGC 2906
NGC 2916
UGC 05108
UGC 05359
UGC 05396
NGC 3106
NGC 3300
NGC 3381
IC 0674
UGC 06312
NGC 3614
NGC 3687
NGC 3811
NGC 3815
NGC 3994
NGC 4003
UGC 07012
NGC 4047
UGC 07145
NGC 4185
NGC 4210
NGC 4470
NGC 4711
UGC 08004
NGC 4961
UGC 08231
NGC 5000
NGC 5016
NGC 5157
NGC 5205
NGC 5267
NGC 5320
UGC 08781
NGC 5376
NGC 5379
NGC 5378
NGC 5406
NGC 5473
NGC 5480
UGC 09067
NGC 5520
NGC 5633
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5[M/H]L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.119 ± 0.011
–0.038 ± 0.003
0.221 ± 0.023
0.029 ± 0.003
–0.232 ± 0.008
–0.031 ± 0.001
–0.055 ± 0.005
–0.012 ± 0.001
0.116 ± 0.015
0.016 ± 0.002
–0.158 ± 0.024
–0.023 ± 0.004
0.105 ± 0.01
0.023 ± 0.002
–0.114 ± 0.015
–0.021 ± 0.003
–0.108 ± 0.014
–0.028 ± 0.004
–0.191 ± 0.01
–0.045 ± 0.002
0.072 ± 0.006
0.017 ± 0.001
–0.203 ± 0.014
–0.035 ± 0.002
–0.151 ± 0.011
–0.027 ± 0.002
–0.156 ± 0.006
–0.044 ± 0.002
–0.194 ± 0.008
–0.04 ± 0.002
–0.135 ± 0.006
–0.05 ± 0.002
–0.058 ± 0.034
–0.007 ± 0.004
–0.164 ± 0.014
–0.019 ± 0.002
–0.135 ± 0.017
–0.046 ± 0.006
–0.073 ± 0.003
–0.026 ± 0.001
0.151 ± 0.013
0.024 ± 0.002
1.563 ± 0.443
0.228 ± 0.065
–0.144 ± 0.003
–0.072 ± 0.002
–0.363 ± 0.016
–0.064 ± 0.003
–2.359 ± 0.049
–0.06 ± 0.001
–0.226 ± 0.011
–0.035 ± 0.002
–0.193 ± 0.012
–0.03 ± 0.002
–0.069 ± 0.01
–0.009 ± 0.001
–0.085 ± 0.005
–0.03 ± 0.002
–0.095 ± 0.008
–0.046 ± 0.004
–0.217 ± 0.006
–0.035 ± 0.001
0.034 ± 0.011
0.005 ± 0.002
–0.637 ± 0.023
–0.132 ± 0.005
0.023 ± 0.016
0.01 ± 0.007
–0.147 ± 0.007
–0.057 ± 0.003
–0.096 ± 0.007
–0.034 ± 0.002
–0.091 ± 0.005
–0.071 ± 0.004
0.017 ± 0.007
0.003 ± 0.001
–0.01 ± 0.017
–0.006 ± 0.01
–0.158 ± 0.012
–0.064 ± 0.005
–0.56 ± 0.011
–0.088 ± 0.002
–0.16 ± 0.012
–0.022 ± 0.002
0.078 ± 0.018
0.014 ± 0.003
0.042 ± 0.005
0.024 ± 0.003
–0.2 ± 0.012
–0.051 ± 0.003
–0.151 ± 0.015
–0.022 ± 0.002
0.656 ± 0.019
0.256 ± 0.008
0.13 ± 0.007
0.057 ± 0.003
0.021 ± 0.011
0.004 ± 0.002
0.009 ± 0.007
0.004 ± 0.004
–0.29 ± 0.006
–0.04 ± 0.001
–0.178 ± 0.01
–0.1 ± 0.006
–0.605 ± 0.014
–0.062 ± 0.001
–0.227 ± 0.007
–0.06 ± 0.002
–0.191 ± 0.01
–0.025 ± 0.001
–0.244 ± 0.011
–0.084 ± 0.004
0.107 ± 0.006
0.059 ± 0.003
–0.091 ± 0.013
–0.018 ± 0.003
–0.786 ± 0.069
–0.036 ± 0.003
–0.181 ± 0.006
–0.077 ± 0.002
–0.101 ± 0.037
–0.034 ± 0.013
–0.055 ± 0.009
–0.012 ± 0.002
–0.05 ± 0.007
–0.03 ± 0.004
–0.064 ± 0.005
–0.045 ± 0.003

5[M/H]M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.318 ± 0.03
–0.101 ± 0.009
–0.091 ± 0.027
–0.012 ± 0.003
–0.075 ± 0.01
–0.01 ± 0.001
–0.026 ± 0.008
–0.006 ± 0.002
0.24 ± 0.021
0.032 ± 0.003
–0.172 ± 0.026
–0.025 ± 0.004
–0.34 ± 0.018
–0.073 ± 0.004
–0.199 ± 0.016
–0.037 ± 0.003
0.103 ± 0.017
0.027 ± 0.004
–0.377 ± 0.025
–0.09 ± 0.006
0.119 ± 0.005
0.027 ± 0.001
–0.295 ± 0.018
–0.051 ± 0.003
–0.016 ± 0.023
–0.003 ± 0.004
–0.042 ± 0.01
–0.012 ± 0.003
–0.197 ± 0.019
–0.041 ± 0.004
–0.087 ± 0.009
–0.032 ± 0.003
0.07 ± 0.026
0.008 ± 0.003
–0.135 ± 0.029
–0.016 ± 0.003
–0.217 ± 0.034
–0.073 ± 0.012
–0.065 ± 0.005
–0.023 ± 0.002
0.341 ± 0.032
0.054 ± 0.005
5.439 ± 0.845
0.793 ± 0.123
–0.062 ± 0.005
–0.031 ± 0.003
0.001 ± 0.027
0.0 ± 0.005
–0.545 ± 0.052
–0.014 ± 0.001
–0.056 ± 0.014
–0.009 ± 0.002
–0.017 ± 0.03
–0.003 ± 0.005
0.12 ± 0.019
0.016 ± 0.002
–0.092 ± 0.005
–0.033 ± 0.002
–0.058 ± 0.018
–0.028 ± 0.009
0.035 ± 0.005
0.006 ± 0.001
–0.022 ± 0.018
–0.003 ± 0.003
–0.562 ± 0.038
–0.116 ± 0.008
0.136 ± 0.021
0.06 ± 0.009
–0.084 ± 0.028
–0.032 ± 0.011
–0.086 ± 0.011
–0.03 ± 0.004
–0.003 ± 0.008
–0.003 ± 0.006
–0.16 ± 0.01
–0.024 ± 0.002
0.386 ± 0.034
0.22 ± 0.02
–0.01 ± 0.016
–0.004 ± 0.006
–1.04 ± 0.02
–0.164 ± 0.003
0.018 ± 0.014
0.002 ± 0.002
0.441 ± 0.031
0.077 ± 0.005
–0.32 ± 0.006
–0.181 ± 0.003
–0.022 ± 0.029
–0.006 ± 0.007
–0.522 ± 0.023
–0.077 ± 0.003
0.502 ± 0.035
0.196 ± 0.014
0.357 ± 0.012
0.158 ± 0.005
–0.059 ± 0.017
–0.011 ± 0.003
–0.076 ± 0.026
–0.038 ± 0.013
0.066 ± 0.007
0.009 ± 0.001
–0.143 ± 0.026
–0.081 ± 0.015
0.02 ± 0.019
0.002 ± 0.002
0.058 ± 0.013
0.016 ± 0.003
–0.164 ± 0.013
–0.021 ± 0.002
0.145 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.004
0.041 ± 0.008
0.023 ± 0.004
0.18 ± 0.016
0.035 ± 0.003
–0.231 ± 0.048
–0.01 ± 0.002
–0.181 ± 0.007
–0.077 ± 0.003
0.492 ± 0.07
0.167 ± 0.024
–0.048 ± 0.015
–0.01 ± 0.003
–0.097 ± 0.017
–0.059 ± 0.011
0.05 ± 0.01
0.036 ± 0.007
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Table B.2. continued.
Name
(1)
NGC 5657
NGC 5720
NGC 5732
UGC 09476
NGC 5784
UGC 09598
NGC 5876
NGC 5888
UGC 09777
UGC 09842
NGC 5957
NGC 5971
IC 4566
NGC 5980
NGC 6004
IC 1151
NGC 6032
NGC 6060
NGC 6063
IC 1199
NGC 6154
NGC 6155
NGC 6186
NGC 6278
NGC 6301
NGC 6314
UGC 10796
UGC 10811
IC 1256
NGC 6394
UGC 10905
NGC 6427
NGC 6478
NGC 6497
UGC 11228
UGC 11262
MCG-02-51-004
NGC 6941
NGC 6945
NGC 6978
UGC 11649
NGC 7047
NGC 7311
NGC 7321
UGC 12185
UGC 12224
NGC 7466
NGC 7489
NGC 7536
NGC 7549
NGC 7563
NGC 7591
IC 5309
NGC 7611
NGC 7623
NGC 7631
NGC 7653
NGC 7671
NGC 7691
NGC 7716
NGC 7722
NGC 7738
UGC 12810

5[M/H]L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.154 ± 0.007
–0.039 ± 0.002
–0.343 ± 0.005
–0.05 ± 0.001
0.131 ± 0.012
0.051 ± 0.005
0.017 ± 0.008
0.004 ± 0.002
–0.046 ± 0.009
–0.007 ± 0.001
–0.215 ± 0.009
–0.037 ± 0.001
–0.279 ± 0.011
–0.039 ± 0.002
0.002 ± 0.011
0.0 ± 0.001
–0.092 ± 0.009
–0.037 ± 0.003
–0.129 ± 0.013
–0.019 ± 0.002
–0.113 ± 0.006
–0.045 ± 0.002
–0.164 ± 0.022
–0.039 ± 0.005
–0.142 ± 0.008
–0.03 ± 0.002
–0.025 ± 0.007
–0.007 ± 0.002
–0.075 ± 0.009
–0.016 ± 0.002
0.109 ± 0.007
0.042 ± 0.003
0.701 ± 0.123
0.024 ± 0.004
–0.145 ± 0.012
–0.022 ± 0.002
0.126 ± 0.023
0.03 ± 0.006
–0.297 ± 0.017
–0.051 ± 0.003
–0.197 ± 0.012
–0.028 ± 0.002
0.091 ± 0.007
0.046 ± 0.004
0.039 ± 0.026
0.005 ± 0.003
0.043 ± 0.007
0.009 ± 0.001
–0.279 ± 0.015
–0.023 ± 0.001
–0.029 ± 0.01
–0.004 ± 0.001
–0.177 ± 0.027
–0.022 ± 0.003
–0.342 ± 0.008
–0.048 ± 0.001
–0.0 ± 0.011
–0.0 ± 0.003
–0.041 ± 0.01
–0.006 ± 0.001
–0.036 ± 0.011
–0.003 ± 0.001
–0.086 ± 0.004
–0.029 ± 0.001
–0.465 ± 0.022
–0.049 ± 0.002
–0.454 ± 0.012
–0.053 ± 0.001
0.027 ± 0.006
0.005 ± 0.001
–0.206 ± 0.011
–0.031 ± 0.002
–0.07 ± 0.015
–0.013 ± 0.003
–0.369 ± 0.009
–0.049 ± 0.001
–0.004 ± 0.008
–0.001 ± 0.002
0.028 ± 0.006
0.005 ± 0.001
–0.171 ± 0.01
–0.043 ± 0.003
–0.431 ± 0.015
–0.063 ± 0.002
–0.139 ± 0.005
–0.038 ± 0.001
–0.236 ± 0.008
–0.043 ± 0.001
0.134 ± 0.02
0.011 ± 0.002
–0.408 ± 0.02
–0.088 ± 0.004
–0.354 ± 0.009
–0.047 ± 0.001
–0.317 ± 0.007
–0.058 ± 0.001
0.676 ± 0.069
0.078 ± 0.008
–0.124 ± 0.016
–0.015 ± 0.002
0.066 ± 0.025
0.004 ± 0.001
–0.169 ± 0.01
–0.026 ± 0.002
–0.046 ± 0.014
–0.013 ± 0.004
–0.221 ± 0.009
–0.08 ± 0.003
–0.155 ± 0.038
–0.03 ± 0.007
–0.092 ± 0.009
–0.024 ± 0.002
–0.001 ± 0.012
–0.0 ± 0.003
–0.038 ± 0.005
–0.013 ± 0.002
0.012 ± 0.023
0.002 ± 0.005
–0.249 ± 0.006
–0.055 ± 0.001
0.119 ± 0.016
0.041 ± 0.005
–0.186 ± 0.007
–0.039 ± 0.002
–0.158 ± 0.012
–0.019 ± 0.001

5[M/H]M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.046 ± 0.013
–0.012 ± 0.003
–0.397 ± 0.01
–0.058 ± 0.001
0.01 ± 0.023
0.004 ± 0.009
–0.033 ± 0.02
–0.008 ± 0.005
–0.114 ± 0.013
–0.017 ± 0.002
–0.26 ± 0.018
–0.044 ± 0.003
0.033 ± 0.015
0.005 ± 0.002
0.028 ± 0.008
0.003 ± 0.001
–0.193 ± 0.013
–0.077 ± 0.005
–0.275 ± 0.023
–0.041 ± 0.003
0.137 ± 0.009
0.054 ± 0.004
–0.216 ± 0.049
–0.051 ± 0.012
–0.028 ± 0.012
–0.006 ± 0.002
–0.059 ± 0.009
–0.018 ± 0.003
0.067 ± 0.009
0.014 ± 0.002
0.038 ± 0.014
0.015 ± 0.005
–1.68 ± 0.312
–0.057 ± 0.011
–0.078 ± 0.013
–0.012 ± 0.002
–0.094 ± 0.047
–0.022 ± 0.011
–0.238 ± 0.026
–0.041 ± 0.005
0.22 ± 0.013
0.032 ± 0.002
–0.081 ± 0.011
–0.042 ± 0.005
0.412 ± 0.045
0.051 ± 0.005
–0.043 ± 0.007
–0.009 ± 0.002
–0.206 ± 0.027
–0.017 ± 0.002
–0.037 ± 0.015
–0.005 ± 0.002
–0.794 ± 0.035
–0.101 ± 0.004
–0.031 ± 0.014
–0.004 ± 0.002
0.051 ± 0.011
0.014 ± 0.003
–0.159 ± 0.016
–0.022 ± 0.002
–0.048 ± 0.014
–0.004 ± 0.001
–0.047 ± 0.004
–0.016 ± 0.001
0.021 ± 0.018
0.002 ± 0.002
0.117 ± 0.023
0.014 ± 0.003
0.105 ± 0.006
0.02 ± 0.001
–0.447 ± 0.016
–0.067 ± 0.002
–0.046 ± 0.021
–0.009 ± 0.004
0.027 ± 0.013
0.004 ± 0.002
–0.102 ± 0.008
–0.024 ± 0.002
–0.074 ± 0.009
–0.013 ± 0.002
–0.151 ± 0.024
–0.038 ± 0.006
–0.042 ± 0.017
–0.006 ± 0.002
–0.075 ± 0.008
–0.021 ± 0.002
–0.168 ± 0.009
–0.031 ± 0.002
–0.11 ± 0.037
–0.009 ± 0.003
–0.456 ± 0.035
–0.099 ± 0.008
–0.725 ± 0.01
–0.096 ± 0.001
–0.518 ± 0.01
–0.095 ± 0.002
0.225 ± 0.064
0.026 ± 0.007
–0.009 ± 0.021
–0.001 ± 0.003
0.045 ± 0.023
0.002 ± 0.001
–0.283 ± 0.018
–0.044 ± 0.003
–0.265 ± 0.018
–0.072 ± 0.005
–0.249 ± 0.009
–0.09 ± 0.003
–0.159 ± 0.031
–0.031 ± 0.006
–0.09 ± 0.01
–0.023 ± 0.003
0.02 ± 0.031
0.005 ± 0.008
–0.062 ± 0.006
–0.022 ± 0.002
0.333 ± 0.029
0.067 ± 0.006
–0.009 ± 0.009
–0.002 ± 0.002
0.136 ± 0.02
0.047 ± 0.007
0.023 ± 0.011
0.005 ± 0.002
–0.332 ± 0.016
–0.04 ± 0.002
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Table B.2. continued.
Name
(1)
UGC 12816
NGC 7782
NGC 7787
UGC 12864
UGC 04455
UGC 06249
SN2002ji
UGC 07129
UGC 08909
NGC 0495
KUG1349+143
CGCG163-062
NGC 5794
IC 1078
NGC 6977
SDSSJ015424
NGC 2691
NGC 2780
UGC 06517
NGC 5145
NGC 5950
UGC 10803
MCG-01-52-012
UGC 09837
UGC 12250
NGC 5947
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5[M/H]L,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.381 ± 0.037
–0.033 ± 0.003
–0.132 ± 0.008
–0.02 ± 0.001
0.093 ± 0.015
0.019 ± 0.003
–0.189 ± 0.016
–0.016 ± 0.001
–0.095 ± 0.013
–0.028 ± 0.004
–0.128 ± 0.059
–0.011 ± 0.005
0.013 ± 0.01
0.014 ± 0.01
–0.331 ± 0.024
–0.37 ± 0.026
–0.364 ± 0.026
–0.431 ± 0.031
0.066 ± 0.005
0.051 ± 0.004
0.245 ± 0.02
0.034 ± 0.003
–0.385 ± 0.029
–0.102 ± 0.008
–0.008 ± 0.006
–0.002 ± 0.002
–0.773 ± 0.023
–0.16 ± 0.005
–0.174 ± 0.012
–0.024 ± 0.002
0.024 ± 0.012
0.009 ± 0.004
0.218 ± 0.029
0.073 ± 0.01
0.282 ± 0.031
0.024 ± 0.003
–0.152 ± 0.013
–0.076 ± 0.006
1.636 ± 0.072
0.619 ± 0.027
0.304 ± 0.037
0.225 ± 0.027
–0.037 ± 0.004
–0.029 ± 0.003
0.123 ± 0.017
0.175 ± 0.025
–0.027 ± 0.02
–0.006 ± 0.004
–0.491 ± 0.063
–0.033 ± 0.004
–0.394 ± 0.013
–0.057 ± 0.002

5[M/H]M,in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.744 ± 0.052
–0.064 ± 0.004
–0.061 ± 0.011
–0.009 ± 0.002
0.156 ± 0.015
0.033 ± 0.003
–0.262 ± 0.025
–0.022 ± 0.002
0.007 ± 0.012
0.002 ± 0.004
–0.036 ± 0.068
–0.003 ± 0.006
0.223 ± 0.039
0.231 ± 0.04
0.247 ± 0.034
0.276 ± 0.037
–0.507 ± 0.046
–0.6 ± 0.055
0.041 ± 0.007
0.032 ± 0.006
–0.143 ± 0.022
–0.02 ± 0.003
–0.52 ± 0.03
–0.138 ± 0.008
–0.034 ± 0.005
–0.01 ± 0.001
–0.795 ± 0.036
–0.165 ± 0.008
–0.054 ± 0.014
–0.007 ± 0.002
–0.04 ± 0.022
–0.015 ± 0.008
0.352 ± 0.034
0.118 ± 0.011
0.281 ± 0.047
0.024 ± 0.004
–0.548 ± 0.041
–0.274 ± 0.021
1.552 ± 0.084
0.587 ± 0.032
–0.351 ± 0.058
–0.26 ± 0.043
0.036 ± 0.005
0.028 ± 0.004
0.062 ± 0.029
0.089 ± 0.041
0.528 ± 0.038
0.111 ± 0.008
–0.134 ± 0.12
–0.009 ± 0.008
–0.261 ± 0.036
–0.038 ± 0.005

T. Ruiz-Lara et al.: Observational hints of radial migration in disc galaxies from CALIFA
Table B.3. Colour inner gradients (g − r, g − i, and r − i) from the analysis of the SDSS images (see Sect. 3.2).
Name
(1)
UGC 00005
NGC 7819
IC 1528
UGC 00036
NGC 0001
NGC 0023
NGC 0036
UGC 00139
MCG-02-02-030
UGC 00312
ESO540-G003
NGC 0160
NGC 0165
NGC 0171
NGC 0180
NGC 0214
NGC 0237
NGC 0234
NGC 0257
NGC 0309
NGC 0447
NGC 0477
IC 1683
NGC 0496
NGC 0528
NGC 0551
NGC 0570
UGC 01271
NGC 0716
NGC 0768
NGC 0776
NGC 0787
NGC 0842
UGC 01659
NGC 0873
NGC 0924
UGC 01918
NGC 0932
NGC 0941
NGC 0976
NGC 0991
UGC 02099
UGC 02134
NGC 1070
NGC 1094
NGC 1093
UGC 02311
UGC 02403
UGC 02443
NGC 1167
NGC 1211
UGC 02690
MCG-01-10-019
NGC 1645
NGC 1659
NGC 1665
NGC 1666
NGC 1667
UGC 03253
NGC 2253
NGC 2347
UGC 03944

5(g − r)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.13 ± 0.18
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.33 ± 0.36
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.10 ± 0.12
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.04 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.07 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.33 ± 0.78
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.16 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.19 ± 0.21
–0.06 ± 0.06
–0.21 ± 0.59
–0.05 ± 0.13
–0.09 ± 0.32
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.33 ± 0.87
–0.10 ± 0.26
–0.20 ± 0.37
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.16 ± 0.25
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.41 ± 0.56
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.17 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.11 ± 0.20
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.08 ± 0.11
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.06 ± 0.35
–0.01 ± 0.06
–0.10 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.25 ± 0.20
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.16 ± 0.60
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.23 ± 0.16
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.07 ± 0.21
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.05 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.02 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.08 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.04 ± 0.24
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.01 ± 0.19
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.18 ± 0.19
–0.05 ± 0.06
–0.14 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.10 ± 0.19
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.01 ± 0.17
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.63 ± 2.59
–0.02 ± 0.09
–0.06 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.08 ± 0.15
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.09 ± 0.87
–0.01 ± 0.14
–0.06 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.24
–0.07 ± 0.11
–0.05 ± 1.68
–0.01 ± 0.51
–0.11 ± 0.13
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.10 ± 0.32
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.42 ± 1.58
–0.02 ± 0.07
–0.04 ± 0.27
–0.02 ± 0.11
–0.05 ± 0.24
–0.02 ± 0.09
–0.10 ± 0.14
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.08 ± 0.19
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.25 ± 0.23
–0.05 ± 0.05
–0.13 ± 0.45
–0.04 ± 0.12
0.00 ± 0.28
0.00 ± 0.03
–0.08 ± 1.14
–0.01 ± 0.18
–0.10 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.14 ± 0.20
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.12 ± 0.15
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.08 ± 0.14
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.00 ± 0.14
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.01 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.02
–0.05 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.17 ± 0.26
–0.05 ± 0.07
–0.07 ± 0.11
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.07 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.09 ± 0.13
–0.03 ± 0.04

5(g − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.20 ± 0.18
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.49 ± 0.36
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.12 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.05 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.08 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.32 ± 0.78
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.33 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.26 ± 0.21
–0.08 ± 0.06
–0.31 ± 0.59
–0.07 ± 0.13
–0.25 ± 0.32
–0.04 ± 0.06
–0.54 ± 0.87
–0.16 ± 0.26
–0.26 ± 0.37
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.23 ± 0.25
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.49 ± 0.56
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.23 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.15 ± 0.20
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.09 ± 0.11
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.12 ± 0.35
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.14 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.31 ± 0.20
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.18 ± 0.60
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.34 ± 0.16
–0.05 ± 0.02
–0.09 ± 0.21
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.06 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.02
0.01 ± 0.14
0.00 ± 0.05
–0.11 ± 0.12
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.04 ± 0.24
–0.01 ± 0.04
0.01 ± 0.19
0.00 ± 0.05
–0.30 ± 0.19
–0.09 ± 0.06
–0.10 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.14 ± 0.19
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.03
0.01 ± 0.17
0.00 ± 0.04
–0.93 ± 2.59
–0.03 ± 0.09
–0.04 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.10 ± 0.15
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.34 ± 0.87
–0.05 ± 0.14
–0.08 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.24
–0.07 ± 0.11
–0.07 ± 1.68
–0.02 ± 0.51
–0.17 ± 0.13
–0.06 ± 0.04
–0.09 ± 0.32
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.68 ± 1.58
–0.03 ± 0.07
–0.04 ± 0.27
–0.02 ± 0.11
–0.06 ± 0.24
–0.02 ± 0.09
–0.14 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.08 ± 0.19
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.33 ± 0.23
–0.07 ± 0.05
–0.21 ± 0.45
–0.06 ± 0.12
0.04 ± 0.28
0.00 ± 0.03
0.04 ± 1.14
0.01 ± 0.18
–0.13 ± 0.13
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.20 ± 0.20
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.14 ± 0.15
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.11 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.00 ± 0.14
–0.00 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.02
–0.05 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.25 ± 0.26
–0.07 ± 0.07
–0.11 ± 0.11
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.05 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.14 ± 0.13
–0.04 ± 0.04

5(r − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(6)
(7)
–0.07 ± 0.18
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.36
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.02 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.00 ± 0.16
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.02 ± 0.13
–0.00 ± 0.03
0.02 ± 0.78
0.00 ± 0.02
–0.17 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.07 ± 0.21
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.10 ± 0.59
–0.02 ± 0.13
–0.16 ± 0.32
–0.03 ± 0.06
–0.21 ± 0.87
–0.06 ± 0.26
–0.06 ± 0.37
–0.00 ± 0.02
–0.07 ± 0.25
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.09 ± 0.56
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.07 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.04 ± 0.20
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.00 ± 0.11
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.05 ± 0.35
–0.01 ± 0.06
–0.03 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.20
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.02 ± 0.60
–0.00 ± 0.06
–0.11 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.02 ± 0.21
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.01 ± 0.13
–0.00 ± 0.02
0.02 ± 0.14
0.01 ± 0.05
–0.03 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.01 ± 0.24
–0.00 ± 0.04
0.01 ± 0.19
0.00 ± 0.05
–0.12 ± 0.19
–0.04 ± 0.06
0.04 ± 0.13
0.01 ± 0.02
–0.05 ± 0.19
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.01 ± 0.13
–0.00 ± 0.03
0.03 ± 0.17
0.01 ± 0.04
–0.30 ± 2.59
–0.01 ± 0.09
0.02 ± 0.16
0.01 ± 0.06
–0.02 ± 0.15
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.24 ± 0.87
–0.04 ± 0.14
–0.02 ± 0.17
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.01 ± 0.24
–0.00 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 1.68
–0.01 ± 0.51
–0.06 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.04
0.01 ± 0.32
0.00 ± 0.03
–0.26 ± 1.58
–0.01 ± 0.07
–0.00 ± 0.27
–0.00 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.24
–0.00 ± 0.09
–0.04 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.03
0.00 ± 0.19
0.00 ± 0.03
–0.08 ± 0.23
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.08 ± 0.45
–0.02 ± 0.12
0.04 ± 0.28
0.00 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 1.14
0.02 ± 0.18
–0.03 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.20
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.02 ± 0.15
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.02 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.14
0.00 ± 0.04
0.01 ± 0.04
0.00 ± 0.02
0.00 ± 0.11
0.00 ± 0.03
–0.07 ± 0.26
–0.02 ± 0.07
–0.03 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.04
0.02 ± 0.12
0.00 ± 0.03
–0.05 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.04

Notes. This table shows the gradients (dex/hin and dex/kpc) for the three colours represented in Fig. 5.
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Table B.3. continued.
Name
(1)
UGC 03973
UGC 03995
NGC 2449
NGC 2487
UGC 04195
NGC 2530
NGC 2540
NGC 2543
UGC 04308
NGC 2553
UGC 04262
NGC 2558
NGC 2565
NGC 2572
UGC 04375
NGC 2596
NGC 2595
NGC 2604
NGC 2639
NGC 2730
NGC 2805
NGC 2906
NGC 2916
UGC 05108
UGC 05359
UGC 05396
NGC 3106
NGC 3300
NGC 3381
IC 0674
UGC 06312
NGC 3614
NGC 3687
NGC 3811
NGC 3815
NGC 3994
NGC 4003
UGC 07012
NGC 4047
UGC 07145
NGC 4185
NGC 4210
NGC 4470
NGC 4711
UGC 08004
NGC 4961
UGC 08231
NGC 5000
NGC 5016
NGC 5157
NGC 5205
NGC 5267
NGC 5320
UGC 08781
NGC 5376
NGC 5379
NGC 5378
NGC 5406
NGC 5473
NGC 5480
UGC 09067
NGC 5520
NGC 5633
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5(g − r)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.03 ± 0.21
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.13 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.27 ± 0.29
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.24 ± 0.24
–0.04 ± 0.03
–0.18 ± 0.18
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.09 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.22 ± 0.17
–0.06 ± 0.05
–0.18 ± 0.20
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.02 ± 0.19
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.13 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.13 ± 0.21
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.12 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.07 ± 0.18
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.12 ± 0.15
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.34 ± 0.33
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.13 ± 0.29
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.08 ± 0.25
–0.03 ± 0.09
–0.04 ± 0.09
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.32
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.11 ± 4.02
–0.02 ± 0.59
–0.05 ± 0.10
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.23 ± 0.30
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.56 ± 0.85
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.15 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.14 ± 0.08
–0.02 ± 0.01
–0.07 ± 0.21
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.01 ± 0.15
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.06 ± 0.16
–0.03 ± 0.08
–0.12 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.10 ± 0.23
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.21 ± 0.32
–0.04 ± 0.07
–0.11 ± 0.15
–0.05 ± 0.07
–0.09 ± 0.12
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.10 ± 0.11
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.01 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.19
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.23
–0.04 ± 0.13
–0.05 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.16 ± 0.38
–0.03 ± 0.06
–0.13 ± 0.30
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.22 ± 0.32
–0.04 ± 0.06
0.07 ± 0.13
0.04 ± 0.07
–0.14 ± 0.32
–0.03 ± 0.08
–0.14 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.10 ± 0.32
–0.04 ± 0.13
–0.04 ± 0.12
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.10 ± 0.20
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.05 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.07
–0.09 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.14 ± 0.17
–0.08 ± 0.09
–0.26 ± 0.55
–0.03 ± 0.06
–0.18 ± 0.16
–0.05 ± 0.04
–0.15 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.17 ± 0.35
–0.06 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.09
–0.14 ± 0.23
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.35 ± 1.00
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.02 ± 0.29
–0.01 ± 0.12
–0.14 ± 0.52
–0.05 ± 0.18
–0.11 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.10 ± 0.10
–0.06 ± 0.06
–0.02 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.09

5(g − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.05 ± 0.21
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.20 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.37 ± 0.29
–0.05 ± 0.04
–0.34 ± 0.24
–0.05 ± 0.03
–0.18 ± 0.18
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.13 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.35 ± 0.17
–0.09 ± 0.05
–0.25 ± 0.20
–0.06 ± 0.05
–0.00 ± 0.19
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.20 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.18 ± 0.21
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.17 ± 0.14
–0.05 ± 0.04
–0.08 ± 0.18
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.17 ± 0.15
–0.06 ± 0.05
–0.50 ± 0.33
–0.06 ± 0.04
–0.26 ± 0.29
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.09 ± 0.25
–0.03 ± 0.09
–0.04 ± 0.09
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.29 ± 0.32
–0.05 ± 0.05
–0.12 ± 4.02
–0.02 ± 0.59
–0.06 ± 0.10
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.33 ± 0.30
–0.06 ± 0.05
–0.61 ± 0.85
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.21 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.14 ± 0.08
–0.02 ± 0.01
–0.08 ± 0.21
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.01 ± 0.15
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.05 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.08
–0.16 ± 0.11
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.15 ± 0.23
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.31 ± 0.32
–0.06 ± 0.07
–0.15 ± 0.15
–0.07 ± 0.07
–0.13 ± 0.12
–0.05 ± 0.05
–0.13 ± 0.11
–0.04 ± 0.04
0.03 ± 0.14
0.02 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.19
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.09 ± 0.23
–0.05 ± 0.13
–0.05 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.23 ± 0.38
–0.04 ± 0.06
–0.20 ± 0.30
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.33 ± 0.32
–0.06 ± 0.06
0.12 ± 0.13
0.07 ± 0.07
–0.20 ± 0.32
–0.05 ± 0.08
–0.21 ± 0.13
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.11 ± 0.32
–0.04 ± 0.13
–0.06 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.11 ± 0.20
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.06 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.07
–0.12 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.17 ± 0.17
–0.10 ± 0.09
–0.32 ± 0.55
–0.03 ± 0.06
–0.28 ± 0.16
–0.07 ± 0.04
–0.20 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.24 ± 0.35
–0.08 ± 0.12
–0.02 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.09
–0.19 ± 0.23
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.63 ± 1.00
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.01 ± 0.29
–0.00 ± 0.12
–0.22 ± 0.52
–0.07 ± 0.18
–0.13 ± 0.16
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.10
–0.09 ± 0.06
–0.03 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.09

5(r − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(6)
(7)
–0.02 ± 0.21
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.02
0.01 ± 0.12
0.00 ± 0.03
–0.10 ± 0.29
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.10 ± 0.24
–0.01 ± 0.03
0.00 ± 0.18
0.00 ± 0.04
–0.04 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.13 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.07 ± 0.20
–0.02 ± 0.05
0.02 ± 0.19
0.00 ± 0.04
–0.07 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.04 ± 0.21
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.04 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.01 ± 0.18
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.05 ± 0.15
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.16 ± 0.33
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.13 ± 0.29
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.02 ± 0.25
–0.01 ± 0.09
–0.00 ± 0.09
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.13 ± 0.32
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.01 ± 4.02
–0.00 ± 0.59
–0.00 ± 0.10
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.10 ± 0.30
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.05 ± 0.85
–0.00 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
0.00 ± 0.08
0.00 ± 0.01
–0.01 ± 0.21
–0.00 ± 0.03
0.01 ± 0.15
0.00 ± 0.05
0.01 ± 0.16
0.00 ± 0.08
–0.04 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.04 ± 0.23
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.10 ± 0.32
–0.02 ± 0.07
–0.04 ± 0.15
–0.02 ± 0.07
–0.03 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.02 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.04
0.04 ± 0.14
0.03 ± 0.11
–0.00 ± 0.19
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.03 ± 0.23
–0.02 ± 0.13
–0.00 ± 0.11
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.06 ± 0.38
–0.01 ± 0.06
–0.07 ± 0.30
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.12 ± 0.32
–0.02 ± 0.06
0.04 ± 0.13
0.02 ± 0.07
–0.06 ± 0.32
–0.02 ± 0.08
–0.08 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.00 ± 0.32
–0.00 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.01 ± 0.20
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.01 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.07
–0.02 ± 0.16
–0.00 ± 0.02
–0.03 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.09
–0.06 ± 0.55
–0.01 ± 0.06
–0.09 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.05 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.35
–0.02 ± 0.12
0.01 ± 0.17
0.01 ± 0.09
–0.05 ± 0.23
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.28 ± 1.00
–0.01 ± 0.05
0.02 ± 0.29
0.01 ± 0.12
–0.08 ± 0.52
–0.03 ± 0.18
–0.02 ± 0.16
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.10
–0.04 ± 0.06
–0.01 ± 0.13
–0.00 ± 0.09
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Table B.3. continued.
Name
(1)
NGC 5657
NGC 5720
NGC 5732
UGC 09476
NGC 5784
UGC 09598
NGC 5876
NGC 5888
UGC 09777
UGC 09842
NGC 5957
NGC 5971
IC 4566
NGC 5980
NGC 6004
IC 1151
NGC 6032
NGC 6060
NGC 6063
IC 1199
NGC 6154
NGC 6155
NGC 6186
NGC 6278
NGC 6301
NGC 6314
UGC 10796
UGC 10811
IC 1256
NGC 6394
UGC 10905
NGC 6427
NGC 6478
NGC 6497
UGC 11228
UGC 11262
MCG-02-51-004
NGC 6941
NGC 6945
NGC 6978
UGC 11649
NGC 7047
NGC 7311
NGC 7321
UGC 12185
UGC 12224
NGC 7466
NGC 7489
NGC 7536
NGC 7549
NGC 7563
NGC 7591
IC 5309
NGC 7611
NGC 7623
NGC 7631
NGC 7653
NGC 7671
NGC 7691
NGC 7716
NGC 7722
NGC 7738
UGC 12810

5(g − r)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.13 ± 0.11
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.14 ± 0.12
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.08 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.07 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.02 ± 0.20
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.21
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.11 ± 0.21
–0.01 ± 0.03
0.06 ± 0.11
0.01 ± 0.01
–0.10 ± 0.10
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.09 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.26 ± 0.18
–0.10 ± 0.07
–0.21 ± 0.23
–0.05 ± 0.05
–0.10 ± 0.18
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.13 ± 0.11
–0.04 ± 0.03
–0.05 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.13 ± 0.13
–0.05 ± 0.05
–0.28 ± 1.00
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.17 ± 0.16
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.17 ± 0.36
–0.04 ± 0.08
–0.33 ± 0.41
–0.06 ± 0.07
–0.14 ± 0.20
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.02 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.07
–0.16 ± 0.45
–0.02 ± 0.06
–0.01 ± 0.28
–0.00 ± 0.06
–0.20 ± 0.28
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.09 ± 0.20
–0.01 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.31
0.02 ± 0.04
–0.18 ± 0.19
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.08 ± 0.19
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.09 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.07 ± 0.24
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.08 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.17 ± 0.43
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.20 ± 0.42
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.03 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.20 ± 0.27
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.16 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.00 ± 0.22
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.04 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.12 ± 0.19
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.19 ± 0.41
–0.03 ± 0.06
–0.08 ± 0.12
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.11 ± 0.12
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.22 ± 0.43
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.22 ± 0.28
–0.05 ± 0.06
–0.11 ± 0.15
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.13 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.20 ± 0.63
–0.02 ± 0.07
–0.22 ± 0.26
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.05 ± 1.45
–0.00 ± 0.08
–0.15 ± 0.14
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.08 ± 0.18
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.02 ± 0.22
–0.01 ± 0.08
0.00 ± 0.48
0.00 ± 0.09
–0.12 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.08 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.02 ± 0.08
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.15 ± 0.26
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.15 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.09 ± 0.27
–0.03 ± 0.09
–0.07 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.30 ± 0.17
–0.04 ± 0.02

5(g − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.17 ± 0.11
–0.04 ± 0.03
–0.17 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.07 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.06 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.03 ± 0.20
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.22 ± 0.21
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.14 ± 0.21
–0.02 ± 0.03
0.07 ± 0.11
0.01 ± 0.01
–0.16 ± 0.10
–0.06 ± 0.04
–0.26 ± 0.17
–0.04 ± 0.03
–0.32 ± 0.18
–0.13 ± 0.07
–0.22 ± 0.23
–0.05 ± 0.05
–0.13 ± 0.18
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.18 ± 0.11
–0.05 ± 0.03
–0.05 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.13
–0.06 ± 0.05
–0.74 ± 1.00
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.26 ± 0.16
–0.04 ± 0.02
–0.27 ± 0.36
–0.06 ± 0.08
–0.38 ± 0.41
–0.07 ± 0.07
–0.20 ± 0.20
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.02 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.07
–0.13 ± 0.45
–0.02 ± 0.06
0.02 ± 0.28
0.00 ± 0.06
–0.32 ± 0.28
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.12 ± 0.20
–0.02 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.31
0.03 ± 0.04
–0.23 ± 0.19
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.10 ± 0.19
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.13 ± 0.16
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.07 ± 0.24
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.04 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.30 ± 0.43
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.30 ± 0.42
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.01 ± 0.17
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.27 ± 0.27
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.25 ± 0.17
–0.05 ± 0.03
–0.21 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.02
0.01 ± 0.22
0.00 ± 0.05
–0.03 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.15 ± 0.19
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.25 ± 0.41
–0.04 ± 0.06
–0.10 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.14 ± 0.12
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.25 ± 0.43
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.28 ± 0.28
–0.06 ± 0.06
–0.20 ± 0.15
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.20 ± 0.13
–0.04 ± 0.02
–0.38 ± 0.63
–0.04 ± 0.07
–0.41 ± 0.26
–0.05 ± 0.03
0.08 ± 1.45
0.00 ± 0.08
–0.18 ± 0.14
–0.03 ± 0.02
–0.09 ± 0.18
–0.03 ± 0.05
–0.01 ± 0.22
–0.00 ± 0.08
0.04 ± 0.48
0.01 ± 0.09
–0.16 ± 0.14
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.12 ± 0.16
–0.03 ± 0.04
–0.00 ± 0.08
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.20 ± 0.26
–0.04 ± 0.05
–0.20 ± 0.14
–0.04 ± 0.03
–0.16 ± 0.27
–0.05 ± 0.09
–0.11 ± 0.13
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.37 ± 0.17
–0.04 ± 0.02

5(r − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(6)
(7)
–0.05 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.03 ± 0.12
–0.00 ± 0.02
0.01 ± 0.12
0.01 ± 0.05
0.01 ± 0.16
0.00 ± 0.04
–0.01 ± 0.20
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.21
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.03 ± 0.21
–0.00 ± 0.03
0.02 ± 0.11
0.00 ± 0.01
–0.05 ± 0.10
–0.02 ± 0.04
–0.17 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.18
–0.02 ± 0.07
–0.01 ± 0.23
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.03 ± 0.18
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.04 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.00 ± 0.14
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.03 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.46 ± 1.00
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.09 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.10 ± 0.36
–0.02 ± 0.08
–0.05 ± 0.41
–0.01 ± 0.07
–0.05 ± 0.20
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.00 ± 0.13
–0.00 ± 0.07
0.03 ± 0.45
0.00 ± 0.06
0.03 ± 0.28
0.01 ± 0.06
–0.12 ± 0.28
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.03 ± 0.20
–0.00 ± 0.03
0.06 ± 0.31
0.01 ± 0.04
–0.05 ± 0.19
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.03 ± 0.19
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.04 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.00 ± 0.24
–0.00 ± 0.02
0.04 ± 0.12
0.01 ± 0.04
–0.12 ± 0.43
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.10 ± 0.42
–0.01 ± 0.05
0.02 ± 0.17
0.00 ± 0.03
–0.07 ± 0.27
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.09 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.05 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.02
0.02 ± 0.22
0.00 ± 0.05
0.00 ± 0.12
0.00 ± 0.02
–0.03 ± 0.19
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.06 ± 0.41
–0.01 ± 0.06
–0.02 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.03 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.03 ± 0.43
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.06 ± 0.28
–0.01 ± 0.06
–0.09 ± 0.15
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.18 ± 0.63
–0.02 ± 0.07
–0.19 ± 0.26
–0.02 ± 0.03
0.13 ± 1.45
0.01 ± 0.08
–0.04 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.01 ± 0.18
–0.00 ± 0.05
0.01 ± 0.22
0.00 ± 0.08
0.04 ± 0.48
0.01 ± 0.09
–0.04 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.04
–0.04 ± 0.16
–0.01 ± 0.04
0.02 ± 0.08
0.01 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.26
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.05 ± 0.14
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.27
–0.02 ± 0.09
–0.03 ± 0.13
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.07 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.02
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Table B.3. continued.
Name
(1)
UGC 12816
NGC 7782
NGC 7787
UGC 12864
UGC 04455
UGC 06249
SN2002ji
UGC 07129
UGC 08909
NGC 0495
KUG1349+143
CGCG163-062
NGC 5794
IC 1078
NGC 6977
SDSSJ015424
NGC 2691
NGC 2780
UGC 06517
NGC 5145
NGC 5950
UGC 10803
MCG-01-52-012
UGC 09837
UGC 12250
NGC 5947
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5(g − r)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(2)
(3)
–0.15 ± 0.29
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.16 ± 0.17
–0.02 ± 0.03
–0.02 ± 0.20
–0.00 ± 0.04
–0.16 ± 0.20
–0.01 ± 0.02
0.22 ± 0.49
0.06 ± 0.14
0.13 ± 0.57
0.01 ± 0.05
–0.13 ± 0.28
–0.14 ± 0.29
–0.03 ± 0.34
–0.03 ± 0.38
0.10 ± 0.45
0.12 ± 0.54
0.02 ± 0.17
0.01 ± 0.13
0.08 ± 0.40
0.01 ± 0.05
0.04 ± 0.64
0.01 ± 0.17
0.03 ± 0.16
0.01 ± 0.05
0.01 ± 0.15
0.00 ± 0.03
0.06 ± 0.22
0.01 ± 0.03
0.04 ± 0.32
0.01 ± 0.12
0.02 ± 0.44
0.01 ± 0.15
0.25 ± 0.58
0.02 ± 0.05
0.12 ± 0.22
0.06 ± 0.11
0.25 ± 0.81
0.09 ± 0.31
0.02 ± 0.07
0.01 ± 0.06
0.06 ± 0.09
0.05 ± 0.07
0.03 ± 0.37
0.05 ± 0.53
0.06 ± 0.11
0.01 ± 0.02
0.57 ± 1.26
0.04 ± 0.08
–0.13 ± 0.09
–0.02 ± 0.01

5(g − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(4)
(5)
–0.21 ± 0.29
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.22 ± 0.17
–0.03 ± 0.03
–0.22 ± 0.20
–0.05 ± 0.04
–0.23 ± 0.20
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.49
–0.02 ± 0.14
–0.04 ± 0.57
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.22 ± 0.28
–0.23 ± 0.29
0.04 ± 0.34
0.05 ± 0.38
–0.05 ± 0.45
–0.06 ± 0.54
0.02 ± 0.17
0.01 ± 0.13
–0.03 ± 0.40
–0.00 ± 0.05
–0.04 ± 0.64
–0.01 ± 0.17
0.05 ± 0.16
0.01 ± 0.05
–0.00 ± 0.15
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.01 ± 0.22
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.03 ± 0.32
–0.01 ± 0.12
0.01 ± 0.44
0.00 ± 0.15
0.04 ± 0.58
0.00 ± 0.05
–0.06 ± 0.22
–0.03 ± 0.11
0.18 ± 0.81
0.07 ± 0.31
0.01 ± 0.07
0.01 ± 0.06
0.01 ± 0.09
0.01 ± 0.07
0.02 ± 0.37
0.03 ± 0.53
–0.03 ± 0.11
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.27 ± 1.26
–0.02 ± 0.08
–0.12 ± 0.09
–0.02 ± 0.01

5(r − i)in
(dex/hin )
(dex/kpc)
(6)
(7)
–0.06 ± 0.29
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.06 ± 0.17
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.20 ± 0.20
–0.04 ± 0.04
–0.06 ± 0.20
–0.01 ± 0.02
–0.27 ± 0.49
–0.08 ± 0.14
–0.17 ± 0.57
–0.01 ± 0.05
–0.09 ± 0.28
–0.09 ± 0.29
0.07 ± 0.34
0.08 ± 0.38
–0.14 ± 0.45
–0.17 ± 0.54
–0.00 ± 0.17
–0.00 ± 0.13
–0.11 ± 0.40
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.08 ± 0.64
–0.02 ± 0.17
0.02 ± 0.16
0.00 ± 0.05
–0.01 ± 0.15
–0.00 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.22
–0.01 ± 0.03
–0.06 ± 0.32
–0.02 ± 0.12
–0.01 ± 0.44
–0.00 ± 0.15
–0.21 ± 0.58
–0.02 ± 0.05
–0.19 ± 0.22
–0.09 ± 0.11
–0.07 ± 0.81
–0.03 ± 0.31
–0.01 ± 0.07
–0.00 ± 0.06
–0.06 ± 0.09
–0.04 ± 0.07
–0.01 ± 0.37
–0.02 ± 0.53
–0.09 ± 0.11
–0.02 ± 0.02
–0.84 ± 1.26
–0.06 ± 0.08
0.00 ± 0.09
0.00 ± 0.01

